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ABSTRACT
OPTIMAL PATH PLANNING FOR DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF
UNDERWATER TARGETS USING SONAR
The work presented in this dissertation focuses on choosing an optimal path for performing se-
quential detection and classification state estimation to identify potential underwater targets using
sonar imagery. The detection state estimation falls under the occupancy grid framework, modeling
the relationship between occupancy state of grid cells and sensor measurements, and allows for the
consideration of statistical dependence between the occupancy state of each grid cell in the map.
This is in direct contrast to the classical formulations of occupancy grid frameworks, in which the
occupancy state of each grid cell is considered statistically independent. The new method provides
more accurate estimates, and occupancy grids estimated with this method typically converge with
fewer measurements. The classification state estimation utilises a Dirichlet-Categorical model and
a one-step classifier to perform efficient updating of the classification state estimate for each grid
cell. To show the performance capabilities of the developed sequential state estimation methods,
they are applied to sonar systems in littoral areas in which targets lay on the seafloor, could be
proud, partially or fully buried.
Additionally, a new approach to the active perception problem, which seeks to select a series of
sensing actions that provide the maximal amount of information to the system, is developed. This
new approach leverages the aforementioned sequential state estimation techniques to develop a set
of information-theoretic cost functions that can be used for optimal sensing action selection. A path
planning cost function is developed, defined as the mutual information between the aforementioned
state variables before and after a measurement. The cost function is expressed in closed form
by considering the prior and posterior distributions of the state variables. Choice of the optimal
ii
sensing actions is performed by modeling the path planning as a Markov decision problem, and
solving it with the rollout algorithm.
This work, supported by the Office of Naval Research (ONR), is intended to develop a suite
of interactive sensing algorithms to autonomously command an autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) for the task of detection and classification of underwater mines, while choosing an optimal
navigation route that increases the quality of the detection and classification state estimates.
iii
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The material presented in this dissertation has been developed through research as part of a
project funded through the Office of Naval Research (ONR). The project has set out to solve the ac-
tive perception problem of simultaneously performing detection, classification, and path planning
utilizing a sonar system in a littoral regions. Specifically, the research is focused on performing
underwater mine counter-measures (MCM), namely identification and localization of mines, in an
adaptive manner inspired by the biosensor systems of animals such as bats and dolphins.
This biomimetic MCM problem is possibly best described by the following description of a
bat during its hunt for prey. As a bat hunts for food, it is constantly emitting audible chirps and
listening for reflections of interest. In the case that the bat does not hear a reflection, the bat knows
with a high probability that there is nothing in its immediate path. However, if the bat does hear
a reflection indicating presence of a target, then the bat must simultaneously attempt to determine
what type of object caused the reflection and how to navigate without encountering clutter objects,
e.g., brick walls or trees, while trying to reach its prey.
If the bat does not have enough information to correctly identify the target with high probability,
then it may choose a new path and/or modify the emitted signal while considering how each new
location will increase the probability of correct identification. In this way, the bat is performing
simultaneous path planning for detection and classification of its prey.
The problem addressed in this dissertation attempts to solve a similar problem faced by the
bat, using autonomous platforms, such as autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) equipped with
an array of sonar sensors used to survey the area under investigation. As the AUV navigates
and collects sonar measurements, it needs to decide where the best position is to take the next
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measurement. Much like the bat, the best position provides the most amount of information to
both detect targets as well as simultaneously classify those targets.
At each time step, the AUV performs a sensing action in the form of selecting and moving
to the next position to collect a measurement that is used to update the detection, localization,
and classification estimates. This exploration problem, often referred to as the active perception
problem [1], has no pre-planned vehicle path as there is no a priori information about object
locations in the search area, and all initial sensing actions are regarded as providing the same
amount of information. The motion of the vehicle, however, is restricted by some dynamical
model, hence precluding arbitrary sequential sensing locations. Through the process of collecting
measurements, a map is formed that contains information about where potential objects of interest
exist and of what type they are. It is the contents of this map that enables sensing locations to be
chosen.
This problem, and particularly the environment and sensors used, poses significant difficulty
and faces some shortcomings. In particular, the sonar sensor has a wide beamwidth, and the emitted
and reflected chirps must radiate through salinated water, a relatively lossy medium. This presents
two issues in particular. The first being that a large volume of space is ensonified by a single chirp
and the originating location of a reflection can be ambiguous. The second is that the lossy medium
greatly attenuates reflected signals, and effectively raises the noise floor for potential targets further
away from the AUV. The different potential positions of targets, such as being buried or proud of
the bottom, introduces problems as well. For buried targets, the angle of incidence between the
AUV and the target plays a large role in the ability to detect the target.
This dissertation effectively segments the problem into three components: sequential detection
state estimation, sequential classification state estimation, and optimal path planning. The first two
components are solved separately, and then fused together in an information-theoretic manner to
aide in the solution of the third component.
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1.2 Survey of Previous Work
The sequential detection state estimation problem described in the problem statement involves
estimating an occupancy map given a set of observations. The occupancy grid estimation process
was originally introduced by Elfes and Moravec in the mid 1980s [2]. Several subsequent papers
explored alternative methods for performing sensor fusion for distributing sensor measurements
over the occupancy grids [3], and for combining multiple occupancy grids [4, 5] from multiple
independent sensors into a single grid. These methods make the assumption that the occupancy
states of the grid cells are statistically independent by modeling the problem as a Markov Random
Field [2,4,5]. This allows for the factorization of the joint occupancy distribution on the occupancy
map into the product of occupancy distributions of individual grid cells. For our problem, potential
targets overlap multiple grid cells. The factorization ignores this fact, and provides estimation
techniques that are not utilizing all of the available information.
Thrun [6] provided a new occupancy grid formulation, using forward sensor models, that ac-
counts for statistical dependence between the occupancy state of grid cells. The method assumes
that the sensor provides range measurements from within an observation cone, and that the single
range measurement comes from only a single source within the cone. This measurement is as-
sumed to be produced by either a true positive (detection of object), a false positive (false alarm),
a true negative (no object in range), or a false negative (missed detection). Each of these possible
events is modeled with a distribution from the exponential family, and the process of identifying the
occupancy grid becomes a most-likely-model selection process through the use of an expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm [6]. This formulation assumes that only a single range measurement
is produced, whereas our sonar system is able to produce a vector of measurements associated with
multiple ranges at each time step.
The recent work in [7, 8] used real antenna radiation patterns to better inform occupancy grid
estimation and hence provide more realistic maps. In [9, 10], the authors model the dependence
between grid cells using Gaussian processes. The use of Bayesian Occupancy Filters (BOF) [11]
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for generating occupancy grids, assuming statistical independence between the grid cells, has been
studied in [12–14].
The optimal path planning problem finds roots in many areas, such as the traveling salesman
problem [15] and packet routing for digital communications [16]. In the problem presented in this
dissertation, the optimal path is the one that provides the most information for providing confusion
free detection and classification of underwater objects using sonar measurements. Methods for
choosing an optimal path have seen success while using information-theoretic measures [17–21]
in autonomous navigation and exploration problems. In the case of parameter estimation using
measurements that are corrupted by Gaussian noise, maximizing the Shannon entropy (amount of
information) of the error distribution is equivalent to minimizing the determinant of the parameter
estimate covariances [17]. This provides a rule for selecting the sensing action that maximizes the
predicted variance of the measurement produced after a sensing action is performed.
In [18], a subclass of the active perception problem is addressed, where an AUV is used to
inspect the hull of a large ship and estimate its surface shape. Gaussian process function approx-
imation is exploited to approximate a mutual information-based cost function. In this particular
multi-hypothesis testing problem, a priori information is available that allows the entire set of
sensing actions, and their outcomes, to be observed prior to visiting all sensing locations.
Information-theoretic cost functions, specifically utilizing information gain, have been previ-
ously developed [19–21], and used successfully, in the context of navigation using information
from the occupancy grid estimation process [4], [6].
In [19], the positions of the AUV and potential targets are estimated for a given sensing action
using an extended Kalman filter (EKF), and the mutual information is directly calculated following
an update to the occupancy grid. In addition to the occupancy grid based information gain cost,
the authors in [19] suggest formulating an additional information-theoretic cost function from the
outputs of the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem using an EKF to estimate
the positions of the AUV and objects in the search area. Specifically, the cost function they choose
is related to the determinant of the AUV and object position error covariance matrices, similar
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to [17]. A convex combination of the two normalized cost functions is used in the sensing ac-
tion selection, providing the ability to trade-off performance in localization (through SLAM) and
detection (through occupancy grids) of objects.
In [20], the mutual information is directly calculated after each sensing action and subsequent
measurement is taken a priori, and used to train the Gaussian process regression network for
estimating the mutual information for future sensing actions. Bayesian optimization is then used
in conjunction with the Gaussian process upper confidence bound to estimate the information gain
for each point in an occupancy grid.
The formulation for explicitly calculating the predicted mutual information in [21] is developed
using an occupancy grid framework under the assumption of statistical independence of measure-
ments. Measurements are also assumed to be conditionally independent of the occupancy state of
obscured grid cells, i.e. grid cells behind occupied cells in the perceptual range of the sensor, given
an occupied grid cell.
1.3 Contribution of Present Work
The block diagram in Figure 1.1 shows the active perception sonar problem that is addressed
in this work. The process starts, in the top right image of Figure 1.1, with an AUV producing
wide-band chirps from a multi-element hydrophone array, sampling the local sound pressure as
the chirp is reflected back towards the sonar sensor. The sampled sound pressure levels are used in
two different ways, one for detection and one for classification.
The bottom right image of Figure 1.1 captures the detection and classification steps of the
process. For detection, the sampled sound pressure levels are passed through an adaptive coherence
estimate (ACE) detector [22], which produces detection statistics for each sample. The detection
statistics are thresholded to produce a 1 or a 0, indicating that the sampled signal contains enough
power in the signal subspace, or not, respectively. The thresholded detection statistics are used as
the input to the sequential detection state estimation process.
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of the current system implementation
For classification, the sampled sound pressure levels are converted into feature vectors of the
form expected by the one-step classification process. This form can range from the raw, non-
processed time series to some mapped version of the data, where the mapping has been designed
to increase the discriminative capabilities of a one-step classifier. The outputs of this classifier is
then used as the input to the sequential classification state estimation process.
The bottom left image of Figure 1.1 captures the calculation of the path planning cost function
using the outputs of the detection and classification processes. The path planning cost function
is estimated by solving for the mutual information [23] between prior and posterior distributions.
Finally the top left image of Figure 1.1 shows the action selection process, which evaluates the
path planning cost function for different possible outcomes.
The methods for sequential detection state estimation using occupancy grid estimation typi-
cally make the assumption that a sensor produces a range measurement, i.e., reporting the range of
the closest detected object in the sensors’ field of view (FoV). However, in our active perception
problem depicted in Figure 1.1, a sensory system on a moving platform takes observations at all
possible ranges within its beam length, producing a vector-valued measurement. Classical occu-
pancy grid estimation does not deal with this situation. Additionally, the classical methods treat
the occupancy state of each grid cell as being statistically independent. In a typical occupancy
grid type problem, the area of a grid cell is much smaller than the area which an object occupies,
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leading to objects within the interrogation field typically occupying multiple grid cells. Conse-
quently, the occupancy state of a grid cell is inherently correlated with its neighboring cells, and
thus the occupancy state of the grid cells should be jointly considered when performing occupancy
grid estimation. These two departures from the classical methods motivated us to develop a new
occupancy grid estimation method to circumvent these problems.
To this end, we present a framework for solving the joint and marginal distributions of grid cell
occupancy states, while accounting for the statistical dependence between the occupancy states of
grid cells, given vector-valued sensor measurements. We then present a method for solving this
problem with a sensor model that exploits a network of binary asymmetric channels (BACs). This
BAC network sensor model can be used to represent any real sensor, with examples given for an
ideal ranging sensor, a sonar system, and a distributed network of pressure sensors. The main
contributions of this work are as follows. Using BACs, we build a sensor model for the interaction
between the occupancy state of each grid cell and each sensor measurement. This sensor model
provides a tractable method for considering the statistical dependence between grid cell occupancy
states. The use of BACs provides a method of modeling any physical sensor by considering its
statistical performance (probability of false alarm and probability of detection), and does not rely
on a presumed distribution for sensor measurements. We also show that the original formulation
of Elfes [2,4], which assumed statistical independence between each grid cell occupancy state, can
be considered as a special case of the methods proposed here.
In addition to the new occupancy grid estimation method, we propose a new approach to the
problem of active perception using two information-theoretic cost functions described using in-
formation gain. The first cost function is associated with object detection and localization, and
measures the mutual information between the occupancy state variable for a single grid cell and
a binary measurement random variable. Solving for its closed-form representation relies on the
measurement model and posterior occupancy distributions produced through the occupancy grid
estimation process presented in [24]. The second cost function associated with the classification
of detected objects measures the mutual information between a class state variable for a single
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grid cell and random variable that is the parameter to the class state variable distribution. In this
formulation, we choose to model the class state variable as a Categorical random variable, and
its distribution parameter as a Dirichlet random variable [25]. The motivation for choosing this
modeling scheme comes from the need to perform sequential updating of the class state variable
distribution, akin to occupancy grid estimation process. This sequential updating process has a
closed-form due to the conjugacy between the Dirichlet and Categorical distributions, and allows
for fast tracking of the class state distribution as new measurement are drawn. A one-step classi-
fication process is used in our formulation, producing class labels used to sequentially update the
class state variable distribution. Similar to [19], a convex combination weighting of two normal-
ized cost functions for sensing action selection is also utilized here to provide a trade-off between
exploration of the search area and localization and classification of detected targets.
The occupancy grid estimation process provides a probabilistic method for estimating whether
any point within an environment is occupied, and produces a collection of probability distributions
as its output. Similarly, the classification map estimation process provides a probabilistic method
for estimating the class membership of each point within an environment, and produces a collec-
tion of probability distributions as its output. These distributions can be used in a natural manner
to provide informed clues used for path planning through information-theoretic metrics used as
path planning cost functions. By modeling the path planning problem as a Markov Decision Prob-
lem (MDP), optimal and near-optimal trajectory planning can be rigorously formulated, and the
aforementioned information-theoretic metrics can be used in the optimization of the trajectory.
The aforementioned theoretical developments are tested in a series of experiments using sonar
data. The occupancy grid developments are exemplified with a fixed path, showing the ability
to discriminate multiple targets that are closely spaced. The performance of the entire system




Many mathematical ideas are presented throughout this dissertation. To make sure the reader
is familiar with the notation that is used, and can follow along without confusion (at least due to
the use of mathematical symbols), we present the general notation that is used in the remainder of
the document. This is meant as reference material, to be reexamined by the reader as needed, as
most of the ideas referenced below have not been introduced yet.
Scalar values are represented as an italic lowercase symbol x, vectors as lowercase italic bold
symbols x, and matrices and sets as uppercase italic bold symbols X . The symbol notation for
all probability measures p is annotated with the random variable it measures, i.e., the measure p
taking argument b is represented as pb(b).
The following is a summary of the notation used in discussion of the sequential estimation
frameworks.
• B : The number of grid cells in a map.
• b : A random vector taking values in {0,1}B representing cellular occupancies.
• b̃ ∈ {0,1}B : The virtual cellular occupancies after the occupancy state of each grid cell has
been passed through a binary asymmetric channel (BAC).
• p = [pb∣J(b1 = 1∣JS),⋯, pb∣J(bB = 1∣JS)] ∈ [0,1]B : The vector of cellular posterior proba-
bilities.
• B : Set of all possible cellular occupancies b. ∣B∣ = 2B.
• B(r, β) = {b∣br = β} : Set of all cellular occupancies with br = β, β ∈ {0,1}.
• S : Current/latest time index.
• s : Time index with 1 ≤ s ≤ S.
• js ∈ {0,1}K : Binary-valued measurement vector of dimension K taken from the output of
a sensory system at time s.
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• JS = [j1,⋯, jS] : Collection of binary-valued measurement vectors up to time S.
1.5 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is arranged in the following order. A detailed review of the sequential de-
tection state estimation methods is presented in Chapter 2. The type of sonar data used in all
experiments is presented in Chapter 3. The adaptive coherence estimator (ACE), which is used
to preprocess the sonar data, is also presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents our extension
to the sequential detection state estimation process, which can solve for the joint distribution of
the occupancy states and account for vector-valued measurements. The sequential classification
state estimation process is described in detail in Chapter 5. First a review of the Dirichlet and
Categorical distributions is presented, along with some of their significant properties, followed by
an algorithm for performing the state estimate updates. Chapter 6 presents the formulation of an
information-theoretic cost function for path planning based on the outputs of the detection and
classification state estimation processes. Experiments, using synthetically generated sonar data, il-
lustrating the effectiveness of the developed occupancy grid formulation over classical methods, as
well as experiments involving concurrent detection, classification, and path planning, are presented
in Chapter 7. Final concluding remarks are made in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Sequential Detection State Estimation
2.1 Introduction
The sequential detection state estimation is posed as an occupancy grid (OG) estimation prob-
lem. A sequential process for estimation of the detection state at each point on a map is used to
incorporate new measurements as the AUV navigates and measurements become available to the
system. This process provides a confidence measure of the occupancy for each point in a map,
and allows for a continued updating of this confidence measure as new measurements are taken.
In this chapter, we will introduce and examine the traditional occupancy grid estimation methods.
More specifically, two different classes of occupancy grid estimation methods are presented. The
first class considers that each of the state variables representing the occupancy of each grid cell are
statistically independent, allowing for a simpler estimation of the detection state variables to be
carried out. The second class does not make the simplifying independence assumption and solves
the estimation problem considering statistical dependence between the occupancy state variables.
In all of the methods for occupancy grid estimation presented here, the sensor measurements are
considered to be conditionally independent given the map. This assumption is valid for a static
world, in which the only moving component is the sensor.
In this chapter, we present the general occupancy grid estimation process in Section 2.2. Es-
timation methods using independent occupancy states is presented in Section 2.3, while a method
using dependent occupancy states is presented in Section 2.4.
2.2 Occupancy Grid Estimation – The General Problem
Occupancy grid estimation is a popular process for generating an occupancy map of an area
given a set of measurements taken from that area [4, 6, 24]. The map is partitioned into a set of B
disjoint grid cells {gi}Bi=1, all with the same shape and size. To each grid cell a binary occupancy
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state indicator variable bi ∈ {0,1} is attached with bi = 1 indicating that a grid cell gi is occupied
(e.g., by a scatterer of radiation), and bi = 0 indicating that gi is empty. We call the set b = {bi}Bi=1
the set of cellular occupancies, commonly referred to as a map. The map b can be any one of 2B
possible unique maps from the set of all possible maps B.
Now, given the measurement matrix JS = [j1,⋯, js,⋯, jS], consisting of a collection of mea-
surement vectors (e.g., thresholded detection statistics) js = [js,1,⋯, js,K] ∈ J K = {0,1}K for
s ∈ {1,⋯, S} with K elements taken at time s, the estimation problem produces the set of marginal
posterior probabilities, or occupancy grids (OGs) [3–5, 26], arranged as a vector
p = {pb∣J(br = 1∣JS)}Br=1. (2.1)
If only a single range measurement is produced at time s, then K = 1, js is a scalar, and J s =
[j1,⋯, js,⋯, jS].
Before we present the mathematical machinery of occupancy grid estimation, we explain the
process with a simple figure mimicking a potential sonar setup. An environment to be interrogated
is illustrated in Figure 2.1 by a large rectangular region which is partitioned into disjoint rectangular
grid cells. The state of occupancy (occupied or empty) of each grid cell is represented by the
respective elements of vector b. There are two cylindrical objects depicted in grey, each occupying
multiple grid cells. Hence, elements of b that correspond to those grid cells containing portions of
a cylinder are equal to 1 while all the others are 0.
At each time (e.g., sonar ping) s, the moving sensor is effectively in a fixed position in its
trajectory path with a conical field of view (FoV) that covers a subset of the grid cells within the
occupancy map. In Figures 2.1a and 2.1b, the sensor cones are shown at slow times S and S + 1
with an axis perpendicular to the sensor path containing one or parts of both cylinders. In the
case of sonar, the vertical axis captures range and the horizontal axis captures cross-range. For a
sonar system, the width of the cone is directly related to the sonar beamwidth which is a function
of the number of hydrophone array elements, aperture size, frequency, etc. The cone is divided
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(a) Observation cone at time S, showing range lo-
cations of detections in green dashed lines and non-
detections in red dashed lines. Note the two sepa-
rate detections above the object relate to false alarm
events.
(b) Observation cone at time S + 1, with updated oc-
cupancy grid from observations at time s.
Figure 2.1: An illustration of sequential Bayesian estimation of the occupancy grid for a sonar or radar
application. Colored grid cells represent the occupancy grid, with the intensity of the color representing the
probability of occupancy. Darker colors represent higher probabilities. Two cylindrical targets are depicted
in grey. The presence of green dashed arcs in areas that do not overlap with the cylindrical object in the sonar
cone indicate false positives (false alarms) and the presence of red dashed arcs in regions that do overlap
with the cylindrical object indicate false negatives (missed detection).
into arc segments, shown in dashed lines, each intersecting multiple grid cells. Each arc segment
corresponds to a range interval for which detection statistics are computed and thresholded to
provide a desired false alarm rate pfa and hence probability of detection pd. A range gate comprises
multiple range intervals.
The thresholded detection statistic, e.g., generated using ACE [22] for a linear phased sonar
array, for each range interval produces a binary decision (random variable) js,k for that range
interval, where subscript s denotes the time at which the decision was made and subscript k is
the range interval index. Each of the thresholded detection statistics is generated from one of four
situations: true detection, missed detection, true miss, and false alarm. In Figures 2.1a and 2.1b,
the red- and green-dashed arcs depict the range intervals for which the detector has produced a
zero (js,k = 0) or a one (js,k = 1), respectively. Thus, the presence of a green-dashed arc in an area
that does not overlap with the cylindrical object in the sonar cone indicates a false alarm and the
presence of a red-dashed arc in a region that does overlap with the cylindrical object indicates a
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missed detection. An example of a false alarm can be seen in the two isolated green-dashed arcs
in top of the sensor cone in Figure 2.1a, while an example of a missed detection can be seen in the
two isolated red-dashed arcs in the top of the sensor cone in Figure 2.1b.
As mentioned before, at each time s, the sensor produces a new vector js of binary decisions
js,k, k = 1, . . . ,K for the cone, where K is the number of range intervals that depends on the
maximum detection range of the sensor. As the sensor moves along its path, the sequence of these
collected vectors forms the matrix JS = [j1,⋯, jS] with columns that are all the past and present
decision vectors.
The occupancy grid estimation process provides a sequential Bayesian framework for updating
the posterior probability of the occupancy of each grid cell gi with associated indicator random
variable bi, given the sequence of measurements in JS . Cellular posterior probabilities are updated
after each time step. Referring to Figure 2.1a, the shade of pink in each grid cell represents our
current estimate for the probability of occupancy of that grid cell, given the sequence of measure-
ments JS . The darker the shade of pink in a cell, the higher the computed probability that the cell
is occupied. Going from Figure 2.1a to Figure 2.1b, the sensor platform moves to a new location,
and the measurement vector for the corresponding sensor cone is used to update of the occupancy
probabilities. The shades of pink in Figure 2.1b represent the computed posterior probabilities of
the occupancies of the grid cells, given all the measurements up to time S + 1. This is the general
idea of occupancy grid estimation.
Recall that the mathematical notation used to presented the following ideas can be references
in Section 1.4.
2.3 Classical Occupancy Grid Estimation Methods – Indepen-
dent Occupancy States
The methods presented in this section [2–5, 26] assume that the occupancy state of each grid
cell is statistically independent. This allows the joint density function of the collection of grid cell
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occupancy state variables to be factored as the product of the individual cell occupancy density
functions, which greatly simplifies the estimation problem.
2.3.1 The Original Method
The seminal work in OG estimation was performed by Hans P. Moravec and Alberto Elfes [2–5]
during their time at Carnegie Mellon University in the early- to mid-eighties. Their research started
as a method for mapping range measurements, taken from a Polaroid sensor range finder at known
locations, to a 2-dimensional map that conveys the notion of occupancy for any particular observed
point on the map.
The problem they wanted to solve was to find the map b∗ that is the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimate of all possible maps b ∈ B, given a collection of measurements taken from the
area under investigation. Their initial approach used a set of heuristics to combine measurements
that were taken sequentially. Elfes later rigorously formulated the problem as a sequential Bayesian
update that is described below [4].
Given the set of observations up to time S, JS = [j1,⋯, jS], and the set of all possible maps
B with ∣B∣ = 2B, the MAP estimation problem that can be formulated as:
b∗ = argmaxb∈B pb∣J(b∣JS). (2.2)
In the original formulation, each js is considered to be a single scalar range measurement. The
map b is modeled by a Markov Random Field of order 0 [27], implying that each of the grid cells





which greatly simplifies the problem to estimating the individual grid cell occupancy probabilities.
Using Bayes’ rule, and assuming that measurements js are conditionally independent given the
map b , p(br∣JS) (i.e., pj∣b(jS ∣b,JS−1) = pj∣b(jS ∣b)) can be represented as
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p(br∣JS) = pj∣b(jS ∣br)pb∣J(br∣JS−1)
pj∣J(jS ∣JS−1) = η ∑b∈B(r,β)pj∣b(jS ∣b)pb∣J(b∣JS−1), (2.4)
where B(r, β) is the set of all maps b such that the rth element is equal to β, i.e., B(r, β) = {b =
[b1,⋯, br,⋯, bB]∣br = β}, and η is a normalization constant that ensures pb∣J(br∣JS) is a valid
probability mass function.
The original sensor measurement model used, pj∣b(jS ∣b), was one of two: an ideal sensor, and
a Gaussian sensor. The ideal sensor produces a delta at the true range of a target, and the Gaussian
sensor produces a measurement drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean µS and constant
variance σ2 when conditioned on the map b.
When a measurement jS is recorded, an update to the occupancy grid estimate is made for all
grid cells in an ε range gate around the range associated with jS , where ε is directly related to
σ2. In other words, all grid cells within the ε range gate centered at jS are updated independently
with a measurement model indicating that a reflection was made at that grid cell. Additionally, all
grid cells at a range closer than the ε range gate are independently updated with a measurement
model indicating that there was not a reflection made at that grid cell. This process is illustrated in
Figure 2.2.
2.3.2 Log-Odds Method
The formulation for performing occupancy grid estimation with a log-odds expression [6] dif-
fers from that presented in Section 2.3.1 in that it removes the need to directly calculate some of
the harder quantities, i.e., pj∣J(jS ∣JS−1). Again, the assumption is made that all measurements js
are in the form of scalar measurements, and the measurement model can be described by either
an ideal sensor or a Gaussian sensor, both described in Section 2.3.1. This assumption allows all
measurements on a grid cell to be conditionally independent given that grid cell, which provides a
simplification of the conditional probability mass functions.
The formulation of the posterior marginal probability that the rth grid cell is occupied given
the set of measurements JS can be written as:
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Figure 2.2: Model for selecting grid cells to update with each measurement jS . Grid cells in grey region are
not updated. Grid cells in white region are updated with an ‘empty’ measurement. Grid cells in red region
are updated with an ‘occupied’ measurement.
pb∣J(br = 1∣JS) = pb,J(jS,JS−1, br = 1)
pJ(jS,JS−1) =
pj∣J ,b(jS ∣JS−1, br = 1)pb∣J(br = 1∣JS−1)
pj∣J(jS ∣JS−1) (2.5)
= pb∣j(br = 1∣jS)pj(jS)
pb(br = 1)
pb∣J(br = 1∣JS−1)
pj∣J(jS ∣JS−1) . (2.6)
Writing a similar equation for pb∣J(br = 0∣JS) and then dividing (2.5) by it gives:
pb∣J(br = 1∣JS)
pb∣J(br = 0∣JS) =
pb∣j(br = 1∣jS)pj(jS)pb∣J(br = 1∣JS−1)
pb(br = 1)pj∣J(jS ∣JS−1)
pb(br = 0)pj∣J(jS ∣JS−1)
pb∣j(br = 0∣jS)pj(jS)pb∣J(br = 0∣JS−1)
= pb∣j(br = 1∣jS)pb∣J(br = 1∣JS−1)
pb(br = 1)
pb(br = 0)
pb∣j(br = 0∣jS)pb∣J(br = 0∣JS−1) . (2.7)




= log pb∣j(br = 1∣jS)
1 − pb∣j(br = 1∣jS) + log
1 − pb(br = 1)
pb(br = 1) + log
pb∣J(br = 1∣JS−1)
1 − pb∣J(br = 1∣JS−1)
= log pb∣j(br = 1∣jS)
1 − pb∣j(br = 1∣jS) + log
1 − pb(br = 1)
pb(br = 1) + ln−1r . (2.8)
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The second term in (2.8) is the log-odds ratio of the prior on the occupancy for grid cell gr. An
uninformative prior (pb(br = 1) = pb(br = 0) = 0.5) is typically assumed, driving that term to 0.
The marginal posterior probability can be recovered simply by the following:
lnr = log
pb∣J(br = 1∣JS)
pb∣J(br = 0∣JS) = log
pb∣J(br = 1∣JS)
1 − pb∣J(br = 1∣JS) = log
1 − (1 − pb∣J(br = 1∣JS))
1 − pb∣J(br = 1∣JS)
= log [ 1
1 − pb∣J(br = 1∣JS) − 1]
Ô⇒pb∣J(br = 1∣JS) = 1 − 1
1 + elnr (2.9)
At each time step, equation (2.8) is recursively updated using the sensor model and current mea-
surement, and the associated grid cells in the occupancy grid is updated using (2.9). The process
of updating the grid cells follows the same type of heuristic that is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
2.4 Classical Occupancy Grid Estimation – Dependent Occu-
pancy States
The methods presented in this section [6, 28] assume that the occupancy state of each grid cell
is statistically dependent. These methods provide a more accurate estimate of the true occupancy,
even when there are inconsistent measurements.
2.4.1 Data Association Method
This approach was proposed by Thrun [6] as the first occupancy grid estimation method that
considers statistical dependence between occupancy states. It is formulated by first considering
that two classes of measurements, random and non-random, can come from a sensor cone. For
the random class of measurements, the detector has a certain probability that it will produce a
false alarm due to sensor noise modeled by prand. For the non-random class of measurements, each
occupied cell in the cone has a probability of reflecting the incident signal, modeled as phit. This
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method assumes that only one detection from within the measurement cone can be distinguished,
and that the returned measurement is assumed to be a single range measurement per sensor cone.
Consider a sensor cone with KS objects in it at time S. The ith object has an associated
distance, dS,i, with dS,1 ≤ dS,2 ≤ ⋯ ≤ dS,KS from the AUV. Now also consider a binary vector
of association variables, or correspondence variables, cS = [cS,∗, cS,0, cS,1,⋯, cS,KS] that identify
what class, random or non-random described previously, the measurement is from within the cone.
At arbitrary time S, all elements in cS are 0 except for a single element, indicating exactly what
the true source of the detection is from. In other words, ∑k cS,k = 1. Element cS,∗ represents a
detection from the random class, cS,0 indicates no detection, and cS,k for 1 < k ≤ KS indicates a
detection from the kth object, a non-random class detection.
Let rmax indicate the max range a sensor can observe, and rS be a scalar measurement contain-
ing the first reported detection in a sensor cone. Then, the likelihood models are as follows [6]:




0 ≤ rS < rmax
0 otherwise
(2.10)






) 0 ≤ rS < rmax
0 otherwise
(2.11)






) 0 ≤ rS < rmax
0 otherwise
(2.12)
Equation (2.10) can be written in the form of a Gaussian allowing the combination of the above
likelihoods into one likelihood function that is consistent with all three, i.e.
pr∣b,c(rS ∣b, cS) = pr∣b,c(rS ∣b, cS,∗ = 1)cS,∗ KS∏
k=0
pr∣b,c(rS ∣b, cS,k = 1)cS,k . (2.13)
The distribution of the correspondence variables when conditioned on the map, pc∣b(cS ∣b), can be
written as [6]
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pc∣b(cS ∣b) = pc(cS) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
prand cS,∗ = 1
(1 − prand)(1 − phit)KS cS,0 = 1
(1 − prand)(1 − phit)k−1phit cS,k = 1
. (2.14)
Now writing the conditional joint between the measurement and association vector we get
pr∣b(rS ∣b) =∑
cS
pr,c∣b(rS, cS ∣b) =∑
cS
pr∣b,c(rS ∣b, cS)pc∣b(cS ∣b). (2.15)
Assuming targets are stationary and only the sensor moves, and lettingRS be the collection of
range measurements rs for s = 1,⋯, S, the measurements are conditionally independent given the
map b, implying




pr∣b,c(rs∣b, cS)pc∣b(cS ∣b). (2.16)
The treatment of applying the logarithm to (2.16) and then applying the expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm [28] ends up solving for the most likely map b that produced the observed
measurements.
There are a couple of short comings with this approach. The first is that the use of the EM
algorithm ends up providing a map that is strictly 1s and 0s, and not a collection of occupancy
distributions. Some heuristics are added to the final formulation in a quasi leave-one-out calcu-
lation for each of the marginal posterior occupancy probabilities. The second is the limitation to
applications with scalar measurements only, which makes this method impractical for use in our
sonar problem.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we reviewed three different methods for performing occupancy grid estimation.
These methods differ through their modeling of statistical dependence between occupancy state
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variables. The first two methods which assumed independent occupancy states are limited in ap-
plicability, as targets may occupy multiple grid cells but are not modeled as such in these methods.
They are also derived by different means, the first through an optimal Bayesian estimation process
and the second through the so-called log-odds formulation. The third method lifted the indepen-
dence assumption, but still was not fully applicable to our problem. All three formulations tend to
have fast implementation, but are only suited to applications with scalar range measurements. Ad-
ditionally, these three methods show the evolution of occupancy grid estimation as the popularity
of occupancy grids grew. Moreover, there has been evolution of the sensor models that are used
in each of the formulations, typically with the sensor models being tailored to specific real-world
sensors. This has allowed for various optimization and shortcuts when implementing the afore-
mentioned methods. We will show in Chapter 4 that the occupancy grid estimation process can
be generalized to estimate the marginal and joint probabilities of occupancy given a collection of
measurement, while allowing for vector-valued measurements, dependent occupancy states, and
using a generalized sensor model that is able to model many real-world sensors.
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Chapter 3
Data Description and Preprocessing
3.1 Introduction
The data used to help develop and test the methods presented in this document is primarily
synthetically generated data, emulating low frequency sonar data for various hydrophone arrays.
The data used in our experiments was generated using aan underwater sonar simulator, namely the
Personal Computer Shallow Water Acoustic Toolset (PC SWAT) developed at the Naval Surface
Warfare Center Panama City (NSWC PCD) [29], in order to determine the success of the devel-
oped algorithms for underwater detection and classification for optimal vehicle path planning. PC
SWAT allows for the experiment designer to place targets into the sonar field, whether in the water
column, buried or proud of the bottom. Incident signals are projected from the hydrophone array
into the sonar field and reflected back towards the hydrophone array if objects exist within the en-
sonification area of the incident signal. All of the data generated by PC SWAT is complex-valued
numbers representing temporal samples of the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) channels from each
hydrophone in the array.
Prior to being used with any of the sequential detection algorithms presented in this disserta-
tion, the data is preprocessed by the adaptive coherence estimator (ACE) detector [22] in order to
generate detection statistics for each of the sampled sonar returns. Each sampled sonar return is
associated with some time delay from the time the incident signal was emitted. The processing
through ACE provides invariance to scaling of the noise magnitude. This preprocessing provides a
number of benefits, including the ability to perform adaptive beam steering and reducing the effect
of the noise floor on detection performance. Preprocessing by ACE also generates a binary vector
for each collected measurement required by the sensor model in our occupancy grid formulation
presented in Chapter 4.
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PC SWAT generated data is used in sequential detection state estimation (cf. Chapter 4), se-
quential classification state estimation (cf. Chapter 5), and the calculation of their distributions as
presented in Chapter 6.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides details of the PC SWAT generated
data, and presents illustrations of said data. Section 3.3 presents the details of the ACE detector,
and how the PC SWAT generated data is processed using ACE.
3.2 Simulated Sonar Data
Due to the difficulties (time, cost, etc.) of collecting real data using autonomous underwater ve-
hicles (AUV), e.g., a Bluefin AUV equipped with various low and high frequency sonar, synthetic
sonar data was used in all experiments presented in this dissertation. The PC SWAT a cutting-
edge, physics-based sonar simulator that models scattering from the target by a combination of the
Kirchhoff approximation [30] and the geometric theory of diffraction. Propagation of sound into a
marine sediment with ripples is described by an application of Snell’s law and second order pertur-
bation theory in terms of Bragg scattering [29]. PC SWAT has been used to produce simulations
providing exemplar template measurements that closely match real data generated by real shallow
water sonar systems [30].
In addition to providing realistic sonar returns, PC SWAT allows for total control of the simula-
tion environment, including: waveform type, environmental properties (scattering, sediment type,
sound speed, etc.), AUV properties (heading, position, motion, etc.), and much more. To better
display the type of data that is generated by PC SWAT, a collection of simulations are presented in
Figure 3.1 below. The general sonar setup used by PC SWAT in our experiments includes:
1. targets of different shapes, sizes, and orientations buried under or proud on the bottom,
2. a single AUV placed some distance above the bottom and traveling with fixed velocity along
a path (predetermined or not) taking measurements at fixed distance intervals,
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3. horizontal or vertical hydrophone array attached to the AUV with a positive depression an-
gle (pointed downwards from the horizon) typically with a single projector and multiple
receivers, and
4. bottom types varying from sand and mud to gravel and rock.
The upper image in each figure is the magnitude squared of the raw stave data, while the lower
image is after applying a matched filter using the incident waveform. The AUV follows a straight
path in each of the simulations except for the simulation in Figure 3.1e, which has a circular path.
The hydrophone array spacing in all experiments is 1/2 the wavelength of the center frequency of
the incident signal, and the hydrophone array has a 20 degree downward depression angle. The
simulations in Figure 3.1a and 3.1b each have 2 cylindrical targets sitting proud on the seafloor,
with 5 hydrophones in a horizontal orientation. The simulations in Figure 3.1c and 3.1d have
three targets all residing in a water column, and 3 hydrophones in a vertical orientation. The
remaining simulation in Figure 3.1e has a single target in the water column, and 3 hydrophones in
a horizontal orientation. All remaining details of the simulations (center frequency fc, bandwidth
BW , sediment type, chirp type, and number of hydrophone elements) are captured in the captions
of their respective figures. The bottom matched filtered images of Figures 3.1c and 3.1d appear
to be missing two targets that are present in each of their associated magnitude images. This is
merely an artifact of the image scaling in the matched filtered image, as the targets that show up
in the matched filtered image has a magnitude significantly greater than the other two targets. In
reality, all three targets are seen in both matched filtered images.
3.3 Adaptive Coherence Estimator – Preprocessing
To generate detection statistics for the occupancy grid estimator (sequential detection state
estimator presented in Chapter 4), the matched filtered data is applied to ACE. ACE is a special
case of the adaptive constant false alarm rate (CFAR) matched subspace detector (MSD) [22] which
uses an array steering vector as the subspace model and uses a sample covariance matrix to estimate
the true noise covariance matrix in an adaptive manner. In general, the problem of detection a
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(a) fc = 12kHz, BW = 20kHz, LFM chirp, 5 hori-
zontal elements, sandy bottom
(b) fc = 60kHz, BW = 20kHz, LFM chirp, 5 hori-
zontal elements, sandy bottom
(c) fc = 40kHz, BW = 10kHz, LFM chirp, 3 vertical
elements, sandy bottom
(d) fc = 20kHz, BW = 10kHz, LFM chirp, 3 vertical
elements, gravely bottom
(e) fc = 120kHz, BW = 40kHz, LFM chirp, 3 hori-
zontal elements, muddy bottom
Figure 3.1: PC SWAT simulations using different configurations for center frequency fc, bandwidth BW ,
bottom type, and orientation and number of hydrophones in the array.
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subspace signal can be described as follows. The parameter θ defines a signal s = µHθ in the
signal subspace ⟨H⟩ with µ = 0 or µ ≠ 0 in the absence or presence of the signal in the subspace,
respectively. The signal is passed through a channel which adds noise σn with covariance matrix
R0 to the signal to produce a vector-valued measurement y = s + σn. Clearly the observation is
complex normal, i.e., y ∼ CN(µHθ, σ2R0). The CFAR MSD problem tests hypothesisH0 ∶ µ = 0
against hypothesis H1 ∶ µ ≠ 0 when H and R0 are known but µ, σ2, and θ are unknown. The
adaptive version of the CFAR MSD that is utilized in this document, ACE, replaces the known
covariance R = σ2R0 by S = Y Y H/(N − 1), the unbiased estimator of covariance under the
null hypothesis (sample covariance), where Y is the collection of reference measurements y taken
under the null hypothesis and arranged into matrix form.








where H is the Hermetian operator, z = S−1/2y is the whitened version of the measurement y,
i.e., z ∼ CN(µS−1/2Hθ, I), G = S−1/2H , and PG = G(GHG)−1GH is the projection matrix
onto the subspace ⟨G⟩. For ACE, the subspace is H = ψ = [1, ejω, ⋯, ejω(M−1)]T , i.e., the
array steering vector typically used in sonar and radar applications. In this case, the ACE statistic
which measures the squared cosine of the angle between y and the subspace ⟨ψ⟩ in the adapted
coordinate system becomes
β = ∣ψHS−1y∣2(yHS−1y)(ψHS−1ψ) (3.2)
The ACE statistic exhibits many nice properties including invariance to scaling of the training data
used to generate S, and scaling of the measurement y. This is particularly nice in radar, sonar,
and communication problems where the magnitude of the measurement and training data may be
significantly different. It is the maximum likelihood detector for detecting a subspace signal in
noise of unknown scale [31], and it is uniformly most powerful, which is to say no other detector
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(a) Target Layout (b) Stave Data (c) ACE Statistics
Figure 3.2: ACE example simulation
of equal or smaller false alarm probability than ACE can have a higher detection probability. Such
optimality statements are rare in detection theory. The reader is referred to [22, 32] for more
information regarding the CFAR MSD and ACE.
Figure 3.2 illustrates an example of applying ACE to PC SWAT data. The simulation used an
M = 10 element uniform linear hydrophone array, fc = 20 kHz center frequency, BW = 10 kHz,
and a linearly frequency modulated (LFM) chirp sampled at 100 kHz.
In this simulation, two cylindrical mine-like targets were placed on the sandy seafloor with
their orientation and placement illustrated in Figure 3.2a. The array elevation was 2 meters above
the seafloor. The AUV carrying the array traveled a straight path over 10 meters, passing by both
of the targets. Figure 3.2b shows the magnitude of the stave data in dB, and Figure 3.2c shows the
calculated ACE statistics. The observations seen in the stave data shows the general position and
orientation of each of the targets. The observations, once passed through the ACE detector, show
a much better representation of the position, size, and orientation of the two targets, and notably,
much of the background clutter has been removed when compared to the stave data image.
3.4 Conclusion
Sonar data generated by means of PC SWAT simulation is used as the main source of data in
the experiments presented in this work. This synthetic sonar data provided a low-cost option for
generating the necessary sequences of realistic sonar data for a multitude of sonar array configu-
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rations and setups. The ACE detector is then used as a physical layer detector for preprocessing
the raw sonar data. The output from the ACE detector is then applied to the proposed sequential
detection algorithms which is described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
A New Sequential Detection and Occupancy Grid
Estimation
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we are concerned with the sequential detection state estimation portion of our
problem, seen in the lower right image of Figure 1.1, and we extend the traditional occupancy grid
(OG) framework for vector-valued measurements. The original formulation presented in Sections
2.3.1 and 2.3.2 solves the problem by assuming the occupancy state of each grid cell in an occu-
pancy grid is statistically independent from one another, allowing for the factorization of the joint
probability density into the product of individual densities. This allowed for a formulation that
was able to be solved quickly while admitting an unrealistic model for the probability distribution
of occupancy states given a set of measurements. This is, in part, because objects that reflect the
transmitted waveform typically occupy more than a single grid cell. Furthermore, in the case of
sonar, multiple objects can be the same distance from the sensor, making it ambiguous which grid
cell the waveform was reflected from.
The formulation in Section 2.4.1 dealt with these problems by estimating the joint probability
density by means of performing maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation, but was developed with
sensors that provide a single range reading per measurement. This formulation improves upon the
original occupancy grid formulations, but does not provide a general solution for estimating the
joint probability density for vector-valued measurements.
The formulation presented in this chapter provides a statement of, and a solution for solving,
the original occupancy grid problem of estimating the joint probability density for the occupancy
states of the grid cells on a map given a set of measurements taken on that map. This formulation
explicitly shows how to calculate both the marginal posterior probabilities, also estimated by the
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other methods, as well as the full joint probabilities. The estimation of the joint probabilities is
provided through the use of a sensor model exploiting a network of binary asymmetric channels
(BACs). The use of the BAC network allows for the modeling of almost any real-world sensor
model. Additionally, this formulation is able to consider vector-valued measurements, making it
suitable for use with all types of sensors.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the new occupancy grid estimation
method that we developed using a network of binary asymmetric channel models. The binary
asymmetric channel model is discussed in Section 4.2.1, and describes the interactions between
each measurement and the occupancy state of each grid cell. The sequential Bayesian update
procedure is developed in Section 4.2.2, and introduces how to calculate the both the marginal and
joint occupancy occupancy distributions. Section 4.2.3 describes how one may choose the BAC
transition probabilities to model real-world sensory systems. Two special cases for reducing the
computation complexity of the overall system are given in Section 4.2.4.
4.2 A New Occupancy Grid Estimation Using Binary Asym-
metric Channel Sensor Model
Before introducing the following formulation, we invite the reader to refresh themselves with
the notation, presented in Section 1.4. To produce the estimate of the vector of cellular posterior
probabilities p, most of the existing methods [2,4,5,7,12] factor the joint distribution of the cellular
occupancies as pb(b) = ∏i pb(bi). Similarly, when conditioned on the collection of measurement
vectors in JS , the joint distribution is assumed to be factored as pb∣J(b∣JS) = ∏i pb∣J(bi∣JS)
which implies that the elements in the cellular occupancies are conditionally independent. As
pointed out before, these simplifying assumptions limit the applicability of such methods in many
practical situations. The general formulation (GF) presented in this section is intended to lift these
restrictive assumptions.
Throughout the development of this formulation, we assume that the sensor position at each
time is reasonably accurate, i.e., the odometry errors are small enough to ignore. This is a valid
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assumption for sensory system deployed on many autonomous platforms, where a low velocity
and small measurement error from the odometry sensors satisfies the ego-motion estimation for
the vehicle.
4.2.1 Model for Grid Cell and Measurement Interactions
The sensor model presented in this section provides a way to probabilistically solve the data
association problem of determining which grid cells are occupied given the measurements. A
network of binary asymmetric channels (BACs) [23] are used to model the relationship between
grid cell occupancy states and measurements. The BAC outputs, the so-called virtual occupancies,
are latent variables, and are merely used to model the measurements.
The occupancy state bi of each grid cell influences each js,k in measurement vector js. This
relationship can be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of Figure 4.1a, where the infor-
mation flow is from bi to js,k. The influence that the occupancy state of each grid cell has on each
measurement can be modeled by transition probabilities of a BAC. These transition probabilities
can be functions of the distance between the grid cell and location of the measurement, or any
other physical quantity depending on the employed sensory system, and are discussed further in
Section 4.2.3. Recalling that js,k, k = 1,⋯,K are binary-valued decisions from the detector at time
s, one can view a BAC as the device that models bit flips associated with missed detection and
false alarm for each grid cell.
The binary occupancy information transmitted from each bi through a BAC and received at each
js,k node are logical OR’d together to produce the measurement js,k for all k, with different BAC
transition probabilities for each (i, k) pair. That is, letting the virtual occupancy b̃i be the output of
the BAC for each grid cell ci, then js,k = ∑Bi=1 b̃i where the sum is Boolean. The justification for the
choice of the OR gate model is the following. An occupied grid cell reflects a transmitted signal
back to a detector, and if any of the signals received at the sensor has enough power to trigger
the detector then it will be declared as detection. This behavior is analogous to many signals
being transmitted over electrical wires and connected to the circuitry that composes an OR gate.
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(a) Causal chain of interaction between cell occupancies br and measurements js,k.
(b) Binary asymmetric channel behavior for each measurement js,k, conditioned on br = 1.
Figure 4.1: Interaction and measurement model
Figure 4.1b illustrates the graphical representation of this model in which the indicator br = 1 is
assigned whereas the remaining bi ≠ br may be either a 1 or 0 before transmission through the
BACs.
4.2.2 Sequential Bayes’ Updating
In this section, BAC models are used to provide a sensor model for tractably estimating the joint
probability of the grid cell occupancy states without making any of the restrictive independence
assumptions stated earlier.
Given the collection of S sequential observations JS , we would like to estimate the occupancy
of each grid cell. Using Bayes’ rule, the update rule for the marginal probability of grid cell cr
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being occupied (or empty), i.e. br = β ∈ {0,1}, given the entire set of measurements JS , is given
as
pb∣J(br = 1∣JS) = pb,J(br = 1,JS)
pJ(JS) =
pb,J(br = 1, jS,JS−1)
pJ(jS,JS−1)
= [∑b∈B(r,1) pb,J(b, jS,JS−1)]
pJ(jS,JS−1)





where η is a normalization term such that pb∣J(br = 1∣JS) + pb∣J(br = 0∣JS) = 1. The second to
last line comes from the conditional independence of measurements. The second term on the right
hand side of the last line, pb∣J(b∣JS−1), is the posterior probability from the previous time step
S − 1. Likewise, the posterior probability pb∣J(b∣JS) can be written using the same sensor model
used in (4.1):
pb∣J(b∣JS) = pb,J(jS,b,JS−1)
pJ(jS,JS−1) = µpj∣b(jS ∣b)pb∣J(b∣JS−1), (4.2)
where µ is a normalization term such that ∑β∈B pb∣J(b = β∣JS) = 1. For any value of S, plugging
(4.2) into (4.1) and expanding (4.2) shows the explicit dependence on all historical measurement
information for the occupancy state update.
Given the map or occupancy state b, the measurements {js,k}Kk=1 in js are indeed conditionally




Note that this is different than the commonly used assumption that the elements in the cellular
occupancies are conditionally independent, i.e., pb∣J(b∣JS) =∏i pb∣J(bi∣JS).
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To better describe the term pj∣b(js,k∣b) in (4.3), and specifically pj∣b(js,k = 0∣b), let b̃ = {b̃i}Bi=1
be the collection of BAC outputs (cf. Section 4.2.1) which are the latent variables that capture
the influence of grid cell ci on each measurement js,k. More specifically, each js,k is a Boolean
function of virtual occupancies, i.e., js,k = ∑Bi=1 b̃i. Thus, we can write
pj∣b(js,k = 0∣b) = pb̃∣b(b̃i = 0 ∀i∣b) ∶ OR gate assumption
=∏
i
pb̃∣b(b̃i = 0∣bi) =∏
i
p00ki(1 − bi) + p01kibi, (4.4)
where pb̃∣b(b̃i = 0∣bi) is implicitly parameterized by k, i.e., the index of the measurement. For each
pair (k, i) of measurement index k and grid cell ci, we define pkid and pkifa to be the probability of
detection and false alarm, respectively. Then, we have
p00ki = pb̃∣b(b̃i = 0∣bi = 0) = 1 − pkifa , p01ki = pb̃∣b(b̃i = 0∣bi = 1) = 1 − pkid ,
where p00ki models the probability that bi = 0 is transmitted through the BAC and received correctly
as b̃i = 0; while p01ki models the probability that bi = 0 is transmitted through the BAC and received
incorrectly as b̃i = 1. The other probabilities p11ki = pkid and p10ki = pkifa are similarly defined.
Plugging all these into (4.1) and (4.2) gives the following closed-form expressions that can be
used for computing the Bayesian updates:









[(p00ki(1 − bi) + p01kibi)(1 − jS,k) (4.5)







[(p00ki(1 − bi) + p01kibi)(1 − jS,k)
+ (1 − (p00ki(1 − bi) + p01kibi))jS,k]pb∣J(b∣JS−1). (4.7)
This is what we refer to as the general formulation (GF) of the occupancy grid problem. The
formulation in [4], which assumes independence between occupancy states of grid cells, can be
viewed as a special case of this formulation. To see this let us consider the case when the set
B(r,1) contains only a single element, indicating that only one grid cell is being processed at a
time. The sum over B(r,1) and the product over i in (4.5) vanish. The product over k would also
be restricted to the indices k ∈ κ = {κ,κ + 1,⋯, κ +K ′}, with κ ≥ 0 and κ +K ′ ≤K, that coincide
with the neighborhood around grid cell cr. Thus, (4.5) in this case reduces to
pb∣J(br = 1∣JS) = η∏
k∈κ
(p01ki(1 − jS,k) + (1 − p01ki)jS,k)pb∣J(br = 1∣JS−1), (4.8)
which is equivalent to the formulation in [4] derived using our BAC model.
4.2.3 Choices of Transition Probabilities
The choice of appropriate transition probabilities for each BAC can be made using two different
categories of approaches. The first category involves using heuristic factors where the designer
imparts a belief into the choice of the transition probabilities. Such factors exploit distance-based
or any other plausible measure. For example, a similar idea was adopted in the formulations
presented in [7, 8] where real-world receiver antenna gain patterns were used as a way to choose
the values of p10ki and p
11
ki for different grid cells. The second category of methods uses statistical
estimation methods to learn the transition probabilities given a collection of training data. The
success of these methods depends on the environments in which the senors are operating and
amount of data used to estimate the transition probabilities. For example, if the environments
are consistent from experiment to experiment, and we have sufficient data, then convergence of
the transition probability estimates can be expected. However, if the sensor takes measurements
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Figure 4.2: Occupancy probability profile for an ideal sensor.
in a different environment for each experiment, then the training data may not contain sufficient
information for proper estimation of the transition probabilities.
We must point out that the occupancy probability profile (OPP) [4] for almost any sensor model
may be represented at any time S using the proposed BAC model through proper selection of the
transition probabilities. As an example, we show how to model the OPP for the ideal sensor,
which returns a scalar value representing the closest distance at which a reflection from an object
was seen. The ideal sensor OPP [4], illustrated in Figure 4.2, can be modeled using the BAC
model through appropriate choice of transition probabilities. This OPP modeling is performed
with the use of (4.8). Let η′ = ηpb∣J(br = 1∣JS−1). Then, (4.8) becomes pb∣J(br = 1∣JS) =
η′∏k∈κ(p01ki(1 − jS,k) + (1 − p01ki)jS,k).
Let the index k of jS,k be related to the range from the sensor, placing jS,k ∈ jS in ascending
order by range from the sensor (i.e., jS,k further away from the sensor have a larger k). Also, let
p01ki be a function of jS,k and k. Denote by r a scalar range measurement from the ideal sensor, and
associate r = r0 with the smallest index k such that jS,k = 1. Figure 4.2 illustrates these details
along with the OPP for the ideal sensor. The scalar range measurement can be converted to its
associated vector of length K by assigning 0s at all indices of the vector, then placing a 1 at the
index k encoding for the distance closest to r = r0 and 0.5 for all indices afterwards.
Indicator di = −1 implies that grid cell ci with occupancy state variable bi is closer than r0 − ε
units from the sensor, di = 0 indicate that it is r0±ε units from the sensor, and di = 1 otherwise. The
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ranges associated with di are annotated on Figure 4.2. The following set of rules can be applied
to choose p01ki such that pb∣J(bi = 1∣JS) matches the OPP for the ideal sensor, where ∣κ∣ is the
cardinality of the set κ, and I(k) = ∑k∈κ 1− jS,k is the indicator function that counts the number of
jS,k ∈ jS that are 0:
p01ki =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩








∣κ∣ di = 1
∀k ∈ κ.
4.2.4 Special Cases for Cone-like Sensor Models
Here, we present two special cases for sensors that can be modeled with a cone-like radiation
pattern (e.g., radar, sonar, lidar, etc.). These special cases are introduced to overcome the compu-
tational issues, specifically the exponential scaling that occurs due to the cardinality of set B(r,1)
as the number of grid cells increases. Each special case improves computational feasibility by
reducing the cardinality of B(r,1) such that ∣B(r,1)∣≪ 2B−1, provided that there is a reduction in
the amount of statistical dependence that is modeled between grid cells.
The environmental setup of the general sonar system used in our experiments is illustrated in
Figure 4.3. The two special cases are illustrated in Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b. Similar special
cases can be constructed for other types of sensors, such as a distributed network of stationary
sensors. The following physical descriptors are displayed in the figure: position of the sensor and
targets at time s, horizontal and vertical beamwidths θ and ψ, respectively, and sensor depression
angle φ. Practically speaking, this information is required only for determining how to update each
grid cell with each new measurement. The binary detection statistics js,k are also shown, with red
dashed lines indicating js,k = 0 and green indicating js,k = 1.
Each of the binary detection statistics js,k is generated from one of four situations: a true
positive (detection of object), a false positive (false alarm), a true negative (no object in range),
or a false negative (missed detection). Figure 4.3 shows these different situations in the context
of a sonar system. The red- and green-dashed arcs depict the locations at which the detector has
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Figure 4.3: Sonar system and environmental setup for occupancy grid estimation at time s. Uniform Linear
Array (ULA) with four hydrophone elements is shown with two targets sitting on the seafloor. The sensor
horizontal θ and vertical ψ beamwidth, and sensor depression angle φ are shown. Colored grid cells repre-
sent the occupancy grid annotated on the seafloor, with the intensity of the color representing the probability
of occupancy. Darker colors represent higher probabilities. Red dashed lines indicate js,k = 0 and green
indicate js,k = 1.
produced a zero (js,k = 0) or a one (js,k = 1), respectively. Thus, the presence of a green-dashed
arc in an area that does not overlap with the cylindrical object in the sensor cone indicates a false
alarm and the presence of a red-dashed arc in a region that does overlap with the target indicates a
missed detection. An example of a false alarm can be seen in the leftmost green-dashed arc closest
to the sensor in Figure 4.3, while an example of a missed detection can be seen in the red-dashed
arc intersecting the rightmost target in Figure 4.3.
The first special case, which is referred to as Cone Only (CO), assumes only cone-wise in-
teraction between the grid cells within the same observation cone at a particular time s and the
measurement vector js. The second case, which is called Range Gate Only (RGO), makes the
assumption that there is only local interaction between grid cells and measurements, restricted to
within a particular range gate. Note that we refer to a range gate as that comprising multiple
range intervals where each range interval is a constant distance from the sensor. A graphical inter-
pretation of these special cases is illustrated in Figure 4.4, which helps to provide some physical
intuition of each special case.
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Case 1: Cone Only
Here, we assume that the interaction between the measurement vector js and the grid cells that
lie outside the observation cone at time s is negligible, and hence both the probability of detection
p11ki and false alarm p
10
ki are 0 for grid cells ci outside of the observation cone.
To formally describe this, let us partition the grid indices {1,2,⋯,B} into two parts, I and O,
such that I ⋃O = {1,2,⋯,B} and I ⋂O = ∅. The set I captures the indices of grid cells that fall
within the sensor cone, while the set O captures the indices of the grid cells that fall outside of the
sensor cone.
The indicator variables composing a particular vector b of cellular occupancies can then be
partitioned into two disjoint sets, the set bI = {bi∣i ∈ I} for grid cells inside the sensor cone and
the set bO = {bo∣o ∈ O} for grid cells outside such that b = bI ⋃bO. Evaluating (4.4) for this case
gives







pb̃∣b(b̃i = 0∣bi) = pj∣b(js,k = 0∣bI), (4.9)
because the conditional probability of receiving a 0 through the BAC for each b̃o is one. By making
this assumption, the cardinality of B(r,1) is reduced to ∣B(r,1)∣ = 2B−1−∣I∣ ≪ 2B−1. Although this
provides faster computational time while maintaining the statistical dependence between all grid
cells within the sensor cone, it has the side effect of ignoring information imparted by neighboring
occupied cells if, for example, an obstacle occupies the inside and outside of the sensor cone.
Case 2: Range Gate Only
This special case accounts for only the interaction between measurements and grid cells within
a specific range gate in the observation cone. A visualization of a range gate can be seen in the
blue band of grid cells in the observation cone in Figure 4.4b. Similar to CO, this case also ignores
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(a) CO: Grid cell occupancy outside of the sensor
cone does not influence measurements inside of the
sensor cone.
(b) RGO: Grid cell occupancy outside of the range
gate in blue does not influence measurements inside
of the range gate.
Figure 4.4: Physical interpretation of CO and RGO cell-measurement interactions. The set bI is depicted
in blue, while the set bO is depicted in grey for both cases.
information imparted by neighboring grid cells if an obstacle occupies the inside and outside of a
particular range gate. A potential way to help mitigate this is to allow for overlapping range gates.
In a similar manner as was done for CO, let b = bI ⋃bO, but for this special case bI is the set of
grid cells within a range gate of an observation cone as in shown in Figure 4.4b. Although (4.9) can
still be used for this case, a restriction is put on js such that the delay at which the kth measurement
is taken must coincide with the selected ranges, i.e., only the js,k falling within the range gate are
considered. In this way, we calculate the posterior distributions of grid cell occupancies in each
range gate separately. This further reduces the cardinality of B(r,1) when compared to the first
special case.
Remarks:
The implementation of the proposed methods is expected to use the most general form that is
tractable for the problem. For a small number of total grid cells, GF can be applied without much
overhead. As the total number of grid cells increases, the cardinality of B(r,1) increases and thus
so does the computation time for the marginalization in (4.1). For implementation purposes, the
choice between GF, CO, and RGO should be driven by the desire to keep the cardinality of B(r,1)
at a reasonable level that allows for a tractable amount of computation time for the system.
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Consider segmenting the observation cone into many smaller disjoint cones and then using
RGO to update the cellular posterior probabilities. It is not hard to imagine that in the limit of
splitting the observation cone into smaller cones and applying RGO to small range gates, the
updating of grid cells would happen independently from one another. In other words, there would
only be a single grid cell being updated at any particular time.
These simplifications produce the same Bayesian update rule, presented in (4.8), that one would
obtain by assuming independence between the occupancy state of grid cells, and independence
between measurement errors. In this case, the computational complexity would no longer scale
exponentially in B, at the expense of possible degradation in the performance.
4.3 Conclusion
The formulation of the general occupancy grid problem was presented in this chapter, where
the solution for the joint distribution of occupancy state variables is proposed. A method for es-
timating the joint distribution is brought to fruition through the use of BAC networks. Multiple
special cases of the proposed formulation are given, to provide different physical modeling of real-
world systems, and to allow for different computational complexities. Although this framework
provides a general solution to the occupancy grid estimation problem, the computational complex-
ity is restrictive for applications with a large number of grid cells without the implementation of
the special cases. This formulation provides a framework for modeling most real-world sensor
configuration through the use of the BAC network sensor model and clever choice of BAC tran-
sition probabilities, a significant benefit over occupancy grid estimation techniques which need to
be tuned for individual sensor models. The true benefits of this formulation over the formulations
presented in Chapter 2 will be exhibited through a series of experiments in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5
Sequential Classification State Tracking
5.1 Introduction
The ultimate goal of the active perception problem, as laid out in Chapter 1 is to perform op-
timal path planning for simultaneous detection and classification of underwater targets. The idea
of using a sequential detection state estimation technique that produced a set of distributions, such
as the occupancy grid methods from Chapters 2 and 4, lends itself nicely to the information gain
metric proposed to optimal path planning, briefly mentioned in Chapter 1 and to be discussed in
detail in Chapter 6. We wanted to develop a sequential classification analogue to the occupancy
grid estimation, specifically to use the classification distributions in the formulation of the infor-
mation gain path planning metric along side distributions generated from the detection estimation
process.
In this chapter, we are concerned with the sequential class state estimation portion of our prob-
lem, seen in the lower right image of Figure 1.1, and we present a new sequential classification
method that allows tracking of the class state for each grid cell, formulated with the need of an
information-theoretic classification cost function in mind. We desire a method that produces a set
of distributions as its output, and the sequential updating of these distributions to be performed
quickly, without the need to iterate an algorithm to convergence. This is required to aide in effi-
cient calculation of the next sensing location from which to collect measurements. As such, we
chose the Dirichlet-Categorical model (DCM) [25,33] for representing the class state variable and
its associated distribution random variable. The DCM provides an efficient method for combining
sequential class labels that are produced as part of the navigation and interactive sensing process.
The idea behind this sequential updating process is to take a measurement from the sensor at
time s and use it to update the class membership probabilities for the grid cell. The measurement is
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first converted into a crude estimate of the class label ls, and that label is merged with all previous
labels to update the posterior predictive class distribution for the grid cell.
The formulation of our Dirichlet-Categorical classifier is presented in Section 5.2, and details
the process of collecting a measurement, producing a crude class label estimate, merging that
estimate with all previous measurements and estimates, and updating the distributions tracking the
class membership for each grid cell.
5.2 Problem Formulation
Let c be the class state variable for grid cell gi. Recall the arrangement of grid cells and
measurements from Figure 2.1. At each time step s, a one-step classifier, shown in the second
box from the left in Figure 5.2, is employed to assign a class label ls ∈ [1, L] to the most recent
measurement from grid cell gi. The one-step classifier in this system can be any commonly used
classifier such as support vector machine (SVM), relevance vector machine (RVM) [34] or a deep
neural network (DNN) [35]. The collection of sequential class labels ls for grid cell gi up to the
current sensing time S, are formed into a set L = [l1,⋯, lS]. Now, the goal here is to generate
the posterior predictive distribution of the class state variable c, pc∣L(c∣L), given all the past and
present labels in L. The process of collecting measurements and updating the posterior predictive
distribution of the class state variable is illustrated in Figure 5.1, where the yellow AUV collects
three different measurements and updates the distribution over the available classes after each
measurement. After collecting the third measurement, the probability of the class being a red star
jumps dramatically.
To begin, we model c as a Categorical random variable [25] taking onL possible, non-orderable
values. A Categorical random variable is used as each class label is arbitrary and their order has
no significance. A random variable c is Categorically distributed if pc∣λ(c = l∣λ) = λl = P (c = l)
for l = 1,⋯, L, where λ = [λ1,⋯, λL] and ∑Ll=1 λl = 1, and can be expressed as c∣λ ∼ Cat(λ) [25].
The probability mass function of the Categorical distribution can be written as
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Figure 5.1: The yellow AUV traverses around a target collecting measurements. After each measurement
the posterior predictive distribution tracking the classification state variable is updated. The probability of
the true class, a red star, is increased after each measurement.
pc∣λ(c∣λ) = L∏
l=1
λδcll , δcl =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 c = l
0 otherwise
. (5.1)
The Categorical distribution parameter λ is modeled as a Dirichlet distributed random variable






where B(α) = ∏Ll=1 Γ(αl)
Γ(α0) is the multivariate beta function and α0 = ∑Ll=1 αl [25]. The parameter
vector α = [α1,⋯, αL] is non-random, with αl > 0 ∀ l.
The Dirichlet distribution is the conjugate prior for the Categorical distribution, and thus the
posterior distribution of λ∣c is Dir(α○) where α○ = [α○
1
,⋯, α○L] and α○l = αl − 1+ δcl [25,33]. That
is, we can write λ∣c = λ○ ∼ Dir(α○). This shows that after getting a new class label ls, the updated
estimate of the distribution parameter λ is now Dirichlet distributed with parameter α○. We call
this updated distribution parameter λ○ ∼ Dir(α○).
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The DCM provides an efficient closed-form equation for calculating the posterior predictive
distribution [33] of the class state variable c given the label data in L using









B(α) ∫ Dir(α′)dλ =
B(α′)
B(α) ,
where α′l = αl − 1 + ∑l′∈L δcl′ . Thus, the posterior predictive distribution is also Categorically
distributed as c∣L ∼ Cat(λ′) with pc∣L(c∣L) = B(α′)B(α) = λ′c. Only one label ls is added at each time s,
thus using the recursive property of the Gamma function, Γ(n + 1) = nΓ(n), we see that
λ′c = B(α′)B(α) =
Γ(α0)
∏Ll=1 Γ(αl)
Γ(αc + 1)∏Ll=1≠c Γ(αl)











Similar to occupancy grids, which capture the posterior marginal probabilities of occupancy for
all grid cells, the posterior predictive class distribution generated by the sequential classification
process is captured in classification maps (CMs). We represent a CM as a set of distributions
denoted as
q = {pc∣L(cr∣L)}Br=1, (5.4)
where cr is the class state variable for the rth grid cell gr. Figure 5.2 depicts the idea behind the
proposed class state tracking process. The sequential class updating process takes each new class
label ls as well as the previous distribution parameters λ and α to produce the new distribution
parameters λ′ and α′, hence allowing us to successively update the parameter estimates for every
new measurement. The process depicted in Figure 5.2 is used to update the posterior predictive
class distribution after each measurement as seen in Figure 5.1.
Recall that the goal is to perform optimal path planning for simultaneous detection and classi-
fication of underwater targets. Using the updated classification distributions at each time step, the
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of sequential classification state tracking. A measurement is converted into a
class label ls by means of a one-step classifier. The class label is used in conjunction with the previous
distribution parameters λ and α to produce a new distribution parameter λ′ and α′.
information gain used for choosing the next sensing action can be calculated as outlined in the next
chapter.
5.3 Conclusion
The sequential classification state tracking presented in this chapter exploits the relationship
between the Dirichlet and Categorical distributions, and applies it to combine sequential classi-
fications generated by a crude one-step classifier. This method allows the rigorous merging of
sequential class labels to provide a distribution over all possible class labels. The DCM provides
some benefits over other existing sequential classification method, such as a nice closed form that
promotes fast computation. Most notably, the DCM does not require training data to learn an
underlying statistical relationship between states. This distribution can be used for different es-
timation methods, such as maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori estimation of the class




Information-Theoretic-Based Optimal Path Planning
6.1 Introduction
We develop and propose a new approach to the problem of active perception using two
information-theoretic cost functions based on information gain. The first cost function is asso-
ciated with object detection and localization, and measures the mutual information between the
occupancy state variable for a single grid cell and a binary measurement random variable. Solving
for its closed-form representation relies on the measurement model and posterior occupancy dis-
tributions produced through the occupancy grid estimation process presented in [24]. The second
cost function associated with the classification of detected objects measures the mutual information
between a class state variable for a single grid cell and random variable that is the parameter to the
class state variable distribution. In this formulation, we choose to model the class state variable as
a Categorical random variable, and its distribution parameter as a Dirichlet random variable [25].
The motivation for choosing this modeling scheme comes from the need to perform sequential
updating of the class state variable distribution, akin to occupancy grid estimation process. This
sequential updating process has a closed-form due to the conjugacy between the Dirichlet and
Categorical distributions, and allows for fast tracking of the class state distribution as new mea-
surement are drawn. A one-step classification process is used in our formulation, producing class
labels used to sequentially update the class state variable distribution. We call the entire process
of using a one-step classifier for producing class labels and the Dirichlet-Categorical model for
tracking the classification state the DCM. Similar to [19], a convex combination weighting of two
normalized cost functions for sensing action selection is also utilized here.
The development of the DCM and one-step classifier provides a novel application for sequen-
tial classification and tracking of the classification state of each grid cell. The derivation of our
proposed cost functions and their convex combination provides the theoretical estimates of the in-
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formation gained from each sensing action, hence providing a framework for optimal navigation
informed by detection and classification state estimates.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces the concept of information-
theoretic cost functions. The detection and classification components of the total cost function
are presented in Section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, respectively. The total cost function that combines the
detection and classification components of the cost function is presented in Section 6.2.3. Finally,
Section 6.3 presents the use of the total cost function in the rollout algorithm.
6.2 Information-Theoretic Cost Functions
Here, we develop a novel information-theoretic cost function that is used in evaluating the util-
ity of sensing actions during vehicle path planning. This cost function, called the total information
gain at any time s IGT (s), is a convex combination of two individual information-theoretic cost
functions, one for detection IGD(s) and one for classification IGC(s). We first present the detec-
tion cost function, derived with the sensor model and outputs from the occupancy grid estimation
process covered in Section 4.2. The classification cost function is then presented, derived with the
sequential classification process using the DCM described in Section 5.2.
LettingX and Y be two random variables, andH(⋅) the Shannon entropy, then the information
gain is defined as [23]
I(X;Y ) =H(X) −H(X ∣Y ), (6.1)
which can be thought of as the reduction in uncertainty of the distribution onX that the knowledge
of random variable Y would bring. In the active perception problem, H(X) can be thought of as
the prior distribution on X , while H(X ∣Y ) can be viewed of as the posterior distribution on X
after observing random variable Y .
In the context of our problem, both the detection and classification cost functions are closed-
forms of the information gain, or mutual information, between a state variable X (occupancy state
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or class state) and a random variable Y that capture information about the latest measurements.
As such, they are both predictors of the information that is gained by taking a measurement from
a grid cell given the current state of the grid cell. The detection and classification cost functions
can be viewed as predicting the theoretical mutual information between the current state and the
updated state after performing a sensing action, and aide in the selection of the next sensing action
that provides the most information.
In the following, we will denote the set of grid cells observed at time s by G.
6.2.1 Detection Cost Function
We define the detection information gain at time s, IGD(s), as the sum of the mutual informa-
tion between the occupancy state and the measurement random variable for all observed grid cells




Recall from Chapter 4 that bi is the occupancy state variable for grid cell gi and js,k is the random
variable representing a measurement at time s and range k. The information gain for grid cell gi is
given by,
I(bi;js,k) =H(bi) −H(bi∣js,k) = −EB log pb(bi) −EJ log pb∣j(bi∣js,k)
= −∑
b∈B






where J = {0,1} is the set of possible values that realizations of js,k can take, and B = {0,1} is
the set of possible values that realizations of bi can take.
Using the occupancy grid estimation model in (4.4), the interaction between the occupancy
state variable bi and the measurement random variable js,k can be represented by,
pj∣b(js,k∣bi) = [(1 − pfa)(1 − bi) + (1 − pd)bi](1 − js,k) + [pfa(1 − bi) + pdbi]js,k, (6.4)
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where pd and pfa are the probabilities of detection and false alarm, respectively, for the physical
detector that produces the measurement vectors js.
We treat the output of the occupancy grid estimation pb∣J(bi∣J s−1), i.e., the posterior estimate
from the previous time step, as the prior pb(bi) for time s [36]. To simplify notation, we let
pi = pb(bi = 1). Now, using this together with (6.4), and invoking the total probability, the marginal
probability mass function for js,k is,
pj(js,k) = ∑
β∈B
pj∣b(js,k∣bi = β)p(bi = β)
= pj∣b(js,k∣bi = 1)pi + pj∣b(js,k∣bi = 0)(1 − pi)
= [(1 − pd)(1 − js,k) + pdjs,k]pi + [(1 − pfa)(1 − js,k) + pfajs,k] (1 − pi)
= [(1 − pfa)(1 − pi) + (1 − pd)pi](1 − js,k) + [pfa(1 − pi) + pdpi]js,k, (6.5)
Using this result, the prior and conditional entropy in (6.3), become
H(bi) = −[pi log pi + (1 − pi) log(1 − pi)] , (6.6)
and
H(bi∣js,k) = −[(1 − pfa)(1 − pi) log (1 − pfa)(1 − pi)(1 − pd)pi + (1 − pfa)(1 − pi)
+ pfa(1 − pi) log pfa(1 − pi)
pdpi + pfa(1 − pi)
+ (1 − pd)pi log (1 − pd)pi(1 − pd)pi + (1 − pfa)(1 − pi)
+ pdpi log pdpi
pdpi + pfa(1 − pi)]
= (1 − pfa)(1 − pi) log [1 + (1 − pd)pi] + pfa(1 − pi) log [1 + pdpi]
+ (1 − pd)pi log [1 + (1 − pfa)(1 − pi)] + pdpi log [1 + pfa(1 − pi)], (6.7)
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respectively.
Plugging (6.4), (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7) into (6.3) gives a closed-form expression for the detection
information gain as
I(bi; js,k) = pi[(1 − pd) log [1 + (1 − pfa)(1 − pi)] + pd log [1 + pfa(1 − pi)] − log pi]
+ (1 − pi)[(1 − pfa) log [1 + (1 − pd)pi] + pfa log [1 + pdpi] − log [1 − pi]]. (6.8)
6.2.2 Classification Cost Function
In Chapter 5 we presented the class state variable ci and the Dirichlet-Categorical model for
sequential class state tracking. With that information. we define the classification information
gain at time s IGC(s) as the sum of the mutual information between the class state variable, ci,





The distribution parameter vector λ for the Categorical distribution on ci in essence captures in-
formation about the latest measurements.
For a mixed-pair of discrete scalar random variable X and continuous random vector Y , as-
suming they satisfy the sufficient conditions to be a good mixed-pair [37], their mutual information
is,
I(Y ;X) = h(Y ) − h(Y ∣X)
= −∫ py(y) log py(y)dy + ∑
x∈X
∫ py,x(y, x) log py∣x(y∣x)dy, (6.10)
where h(⋅) is the differential entropy [23].
Applying (6.10) to (6.9), the mutual information I(λ; c) can be evaluated as
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pλ,ci(λ, ci) log pλ∣ci(λ∣ci)dλ. (6.11)
The entropy of a Dirichlet distributed random vector is well-known [38] and can be written as
h(λ) = logB(α) + (α0 −L)ψ(α0) − L∑
l=1
(αl − 1)ψ(αl), (6.12)
where ψ(x) = d
dx
log Γ(x) = Γ′(x)
Γ(x) is the digamma function.
To evaluate the conditional entropy term h(λ∣c) in (6.11), we use the fact that the Dirichlet
distribution is the conjugate prior of the Categorical distribution. Thus, we can write

























































[logB(α′) + (α′0 −L)ψ(α′0) − L∑
l=1
(α′l − 1)ψ(α′l)]














( logB(α′) + (α′0 −L)ψ(α′0) − L∑
l=1
(α′l − 1)ψ(α′l))].
6.2.3 Total Information Gain
As previously stated, the total information gain is defined as the convex combination of the
detection and classification information metrics. To ensure that one information metric does not
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dominate the other at all times s due to scaling, we normalize them by their respective maximal
values,




, wD +wC = 1. (6.15)
The values for IGDmax and IGCmax are calculated as the sum of the maximum information gain
available from a grid cell over all grid cells gi ∈ G for the detection and classification states, respec-
tively. The information gain for an individual grid cell is maximized when the prior distribution is
uniform and the posterior distribution is a delta, implying that the maximum value is equal to the
entropy of a uniform random variable. Hence, IGDmax = ∣G∣ log(2) and IGCmax = ∣G∣ log(L) where
∣G∣ is the cardinality of the set G. The values for IGDmax and IGCmax are considered constant across
all times s, as the distribution of the state variables could be uniform at any time s (whether or
not they have been fluctuating at all times < s) and then completely determined at time s + 1 thus
achieving the maximal information gain.
This convex weighting allows for different strategies to be employed by the system. For ex-
ample, at the beginning of a sortie, there will likely be insufficient information to consider classi-
fication for choosing sensing actions. In this case, we can assign a higher weight (e.g., wD = 0.9)
for the detection while choosing a lower weight (e.g., wC = 1 − wD = 0.1) for the classification.
In contrast, once most of the grid cells are observed, there may be little to no information left
in performing target detection and localization, in which case we can choose the sensing actions
primarily based on the classification criterion by choosing wC = 0.9 and wD = 1 −wC = 0.1.
6.3 Optimal Trajectory Planning
In this section, we discuss three types of trajectory-planning policies for performing interactive
sensing. Recall that the action at each time step is the selection of the next location for the sensor
platform. For all policies, let a denote an action, andAs be the set of all feasible actions the sensor
can take under dynamical constraints at time step s. The three policies choose sensing locations
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Figure 6.1: Lawn mower path used in traditional search sorties.
according to: a pre-determined lawn mower path; and maximizing a cost function for choosing
a ∈ As in a greedy, and non-greedy manner.
In many traditional underwater target detection and classification operations, a predetermined
lawn mower path, as shown in Figure 6.1, is used. In the figure, the AUV travels in a north-south
direction, facing either east or west. The AUVs path starts from the dark red circles and continues
towards the light green circles. Green objects on the map outlined by black indicate the position
and orientation of example targets that exist within the search area.
The sequence of prespecified actions a of the lawnmower path guarantees that each region
in the search area is observed though at the cost of potentially poor detection and classification
accuracy due to inadequate viewing angles.
The greedy policy for action selection chooses the action as the one that maximizes the one-step
reward, or one-step navigation cost function, i.e.,
a∗s+1 = argmaxa∈AsRs(bs,cs,a), (6.16)
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where Rs(bs,cs,a) = IGT (s) is the immediate reward for performing action a with the current
state variable distributions at time s, where bs and cs are the occupancy state and the class state of
the system at time s, respectively.
The non-greedy policy for action selection chooses the next sensing action that maximizes the
one-step reward, while also considering the reward from future actions along a finite horizon of T
future actions. This policy, in essence, chooses the next sensing action that it believes will generate
the largest cumulative reward given the current information available. This type of problem is typ-
ically cast as a partially observable Markov decision problem (POMDP), which admits a number
of solution methods [39–41]. In this document, the rollout policy method [40] is used to solve the
problem given our choice of a heuristic navigation cost function IGT (s).
Mathematically speaking, this policy can be described as choosing the sensing action that max-
imizes the one-step reward plus the expected reward-to-go associated with a prespecified policy,
typically a heuristic rule. The decision rule for action selection used by the rollout policy is defined
as
a∗s+1 = argmaxa∈AsRs(bs,cs,a) +Es+1, (6.17)
where Rs(bs,cs,a), bs, and cs are the same as the greedy case, Es+1 =
E [∑Ti=s+1Ri(bi,ci,ai)∣bs,cs] is the expected reward-to-go, Ri(bi,ci,ai) = IGT (i) is the
reward for performing action ai with the current state variable distributions at time i, where bi
and ci are the occupancy state and the class state of the system at time i, respectively, and T is the
length of the finite horizon.
6.4 Conclusion
This chapter contains the methods by which decisions are chosen for the autonomous naviga-
tion component of our active perception problem. The mutual information is a convenient cost
function that is able to exploit the outputs of the detection and classification components of the
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system, specifically the sets of distributions that are generated through the estimation process.
Intuitively, the proposed total cost function allows for a system to make decisions about how to
choose actions given its confidence in what has been previously observed and what information it
expects to get out of future observations.
The rollout algorithm provides a convenient method for choosing the next sensing action, by
using the mutual information as the cost function. The choice of rollout provides a simple method
to extend the path planning cost function in the event that additional components, such as move-
ment and time costs, are to be considered in action selection.
The total total cost function presented here will be used with the rollout algorithm in Chapter 7
to illustrate how the sequential detection and classification state estimation methods, presented in





In this chapter, we present a collection of experimental results on optimal path planning for
simultaneous detection and classification of underwater targets. The experimental results are split
into two distinct segments. The first segment presents the detection abilities of the occupancy
grid framework developed in Section 2.2. We compare the classical occupancy grid frameworks
presented in Chapter 2 to our proposed framework presented in Chapter 4. The second segment
presents experiments utilizing the combined sequential detection and classification components of
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively, coupled with the developed total cost function proposed
in Chapter 6, that examine the path planning abilities of the system to optimally find and classify
underwater targets.
All of the experiments, with the exception of those conducted on a toy problem in Section
7.3.2, emulate a sonar system used to search littoral regions for underwater mine-like and other
targets, such as unexploded ordinances. The experiments use synthetic sonar data generated by the
Personal Computer Shallow Water Acoustic Toolset (PC SWAT) simulation tool [29] as described
in Chapter 3. The sonar is a side-looking sonar (SLS) system that directs acoustic radiation to
the starboard side of the AUV. This system is equipped with multiple hydrophones arranged in a
uniformly spaced linear array (ULA), all pointing slightly downwards from horizontal (positive
depression angle). The ULA has a relatively wide beamwidth in both the horizontal and vertical
directions, and an interrogation range up to tens of meters. The sensor array is attached to an AUV,
which is some distance above the field that is under interrogation. Further discussion of the sensor’s
physical configuration will be presented in the sections detailing the individual experiments.
For the detection components of the system, the sensor data generated by PC SWAT for the
ULA elements at ping s is preprocessed with an adaptive coherence estimator (ACE) detector
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[22, 31, 32] to produce a single beamformed measurement vector. This beamformed vector is
thresholded at a predetermined value to produce a desired pfa and probability of detection pd. The
thresholded detection statistics (see Figure 7.2a) are then used to produce single binary-valued
measurement vectors js (cf. Section 4.2.1). The sensor data is not preprocessed for use in the
classification components of the system.
For the experiments concerned with comparing occupancy grid frameworks, we include results
for our general formulation (GF) defined in Section 4.2 and the two special cases for exploit-
ing a cone-like radiation pattern as presented in Section 4.2.4. Our proposed formulations are
benchmarked against the classical occupancy grid framework presented in Section 2.3, modified
to accept vector-valued measurements, as well as a special case of GF to be described in Section
7.3. These experiments show that our proposed framework outperforms the competing algorithms
in terms of producing occupancy grids that represent the ground truth.
The optimal path planning for detection and classification experiments utilize our proposed
occupancy grid framework of Chapter 4 and the sequential classification framework of Chapter 5
in conjunction with the cost function described in Section 6.2.3 and one of many different policies
for choosing the next sensing action described in Section 6.3 . Our proposed cost function provides
the theoretical estimate of information gained from a new measurement while using our proposed
sequential detection and classification frameworks. We benchmark our theoretically derived cost
function to a data driven process, namely the Gaussian process regression (GPR) to be discussed
in Section 7.4, for estimating the information gained from a new measurement. These experiments
show that our proposed theoretical solution outperforms the data driven approach for estimating the
information gained from a new measurement by producing more realistic maps, both for detection
and classification purposes, in a short number of sensing actions.
This chapter is organized as follows. The metrics used for evaluating the detection and classi-
fication performance are presented in Section 7.2. These metrics provide a mechanism for quan-
tifying the difference between probability distributions, as the outputs of both the sequential de-
tection and classification state estimation processes are collections of random variables. Section
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7.3 presents the experiments comparing occupancy grid formulations. The experiments on optimal
path planning for detection and classification of underwater targets are presented in Section 7.4.
Conclusions and observations on the results in this chapter are given in Section 7.5.
7.2 Performance Metrics
Both the sequential detection and classification state estimation processes produce a collection
of probability distributions, and these distributions are arranged into maps for better interpretation
by both human operator and machine alike. The generated map, either an occupancy grid or
classification map, estimates the actual map or ground truth. As the maps comprise distributions
for each grid cell it is natural to use similarity measures in comparisons to the ground truth.
To evaluate the performance for each of the experiments, two different metrics are used, as
detailed below. For all metrics we evaluate the performance for detection (occupancy grids) and
classification (classification maps) separately to better illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of
each. In the following, t represents the true set of distributions, either true occupancy b or true
classification c, and e represents the estimated set of distributions, either occupancy grid p or
classification map q. Only like pairs are compared, i.e., b and p or c and q. The true distributions
are formed from delta functions (e.g., pb∣J(br∣JS) = [1,0] if a cell is occupied, and pc∣L(cr∣L) =
[0,0,1,0] if a cell is of class 3).
1. Similarity between the true distribution t to that of the estimated distribution e:
ρ = ⟨t,e⟩F∣∣t∣∣2F ∣∣e∣∣2F ,
where ∣∣ ⋅ ∣∣F is the Frobenius norm, and ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩F is the Frobenius inner product. For calculating
this metric, we form t and e into matrices by making each row the vectorized form of the
distribution for each grid cell. Clearly, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, and ρ = 1 when t = e.




















) + ei(x) log (mi(x)
ei(x)
)],
wheremi(x) = 12(ti(x)+ei(x)), ti(x) and ei(x) are the distributions for grid cell gi evaluated
at point x, and DKL(⋅, ⋅) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [42]. The Jensen-Shannon
distance is used in favor of the KL divergence as it is symmetric, positive, and always finite.
The maximum value of SJSD is log(2) ×B, with smaller values indicating that t and e are
similar and t = e when SJSD is 0.
In addition to the two metrics presented above, the path planning experiments in which an AUV
searches for underwater targets also calculates the percentage of total grid cells observed during the
experiment. The percentage of grid cells observed, when considered in conjunction with the above
two metrics, gives a notion of the efficiency with which the search is carried out. If the results using
two different methods exhibit similar performance for ρ and SJSD, then the method that observed
the greater percentage of grid cells would obviously be better. It required less measurements taken
from the same grid cell to extract the same amount of information, thus allowing it to observe new
grid cells sooner.
7.3 Detection Results Using Occupancy Grid Estimation
In all experiments benchmarking the different occupancy grid frameworks we assume a sta-
tionary map and an array of sensors taking observations of the map. The sensor array produces
measurements that are thresholded detection statistics in the form of binary-valued vectors. The
detector operates with a known probability of detection pd and probability of false alarm pfa.
Two types of experiments were conducted with an increasing number of grid cells per exper-
iment. The first type of experiment is considered as a toy experiment, where a small number of
grid cells compose the entire map. This type of experiment is necessary for comparison between
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the general formulation (GF), the cone-only (CO) special case, and range-gate only (RGO) special
case, as there is a limit to the number of grid cells GF can be tractably applied to. This is due
to the cardinality of the set of all possible binary maps scaling exponentially with the number of
grid cells. We show through the series of the experiments that GF provides the best performance,
and that each special case provides performance that is related to the number of grid cells that are
updated concurrently. The second type of experiment uses simulated sonar data as previously de-
scribed, and emulates the detection and localization component of our active perception problem.
All experiments are designed for situations where classical occupancy grid estimation performs
poorly due to small gaps between objects that tend to be missed when a beam overlaps both objects
and the gap at the same time [6]. The AUV path has been chosen prior to the start of the experiment,
with the location of the targets being known a priori. These experiments are meant to show each
occupancy grid frameworks ability, or lack thereof, to produce an occupancy grid that closely
resembles the ground truth.
Any real sensor can be modeled, in terms of its statistical detection performance, by choosing
an appropriate set of BAC transition probabilities. In the case of the sonar that is used in the
following experiments, we choose the BAC transition probabilities to model an attenuation in the
returned sonar signals due to the propagation losses that the wavefront experiences as it travels
through the medium, i.e., salty water.
In each of the experiments, the BAC transition probabilities p00ki and p
01
ki were modeled as p
00
ki =
(1 − pd)/(1 + dist(bi, js,k))α and p01ki = (1 − pfa)/(1 + dist(bi, js,k))α, where dist(bi, js,k) represents
the Euclidean distance between the location of grid cell ci and that at which sample js,k was taken,
and α ≥ 1. This particular modeling is used to emulate degraded detection performance due to
attenuation in the sonar return signal strength as a function of distance.
7.3.1 Comparison with Other Occupancy Grid Methods
We must note that a direct comparison to the traditional occupancy grid frameworks of [4,5] is
not appropriate. This is due to the fact that those methods assume that the sensor produces a single
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range measurement (identifies the first peak in the return above a predetermined threshold) for each
observation and fit a heuristic model for sharing these range measurements over the observed grid
cells at each time step. Additionally, a direct comparison with Thrun’s method [6] that does not
make the statistical independence of grid cell assumption is not possible, as the method also relies
on single range measurements in its formulation. Therefore, we benchmark the performance of
the proposed methods against two similar methods, both of which follow the traditional occupancy
grid mapping algorithm. That is, they use a Bayesian update [43] for each grid cell assuming
independence between the grid cells, and independence between measurements. The first method
uses our measurement model and will henceforth be referred to as the independence method (IM).
The second method uses the conventional occupancy grid sensor model [5, 6] and is adapted to
allow for binary-valued vector measurements. We call the second method the conventional method
(CM) throughout the remained of the paper.
The method for performing the Bayesian update on a 2-dimensional map, using IM, for exper-
iments that use a cone shaped observation model is summarized as follows:
1. Find the global position of each grid cell observed within the observation cone at time s.
2. Determine the centerline of the cone, and project the position of each observed grid cell onto
the centerline.
3. Associate each measurement js,k with its distance along the centerline. Identify the set of all
projected grid cells where projections equal this centerline distance.
4. Update the probability of each grid cell cr, at location (xr, yr), being occupied given the set
of measurements on that grid cell, {js,k}κ+K′k=κ , using (4.8).
Similarly, the Bayesian update on a 2-dimensional map using CM follows steps 1)-3) from
above, and uses the sensor model proposed in [5,6] to perform the update. The built-in occupancy
grid estimation tools available in the navigation toolbox of Matlab R2019b were used to perform
the probabilistic integration for CM.
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7.3.2 Experimental Results — Toy Problem
The first set of experiments involves a toy problem that is sufficiently small such that all three
proposed methods can be compared. The toy environment used a 2-dimensional map comprising
16 grid cells with an equal distance of 0.5 units between the centers of individual grid cells. Each
grid cell had a total of 9 different measurements sampled uniformly throughout the area it covers.
The measurement vector js comprises 144 measurements js = [js,1,⋯, js,144], 9 samples for each
of the 16 cells, taken at equal distance covering the same overall area as the grid cells.
This experiment can be thought of as modeling multiple application scenarios. One scenario
entails using a traditional ego-vehicle that is observing an area and estimating the locations of
occupied grid cells using transmit-receive sensing e.g., sonar, radar, laser, etc. In contrast, the
second scenario involves using a distributed network of stationary sensors to capture simultaneous
measurements. An example is the detection of objects in a room through a distributed network of
pressure sensors embedded within the floor. The latter scenario clearly shows the flexibility of our
formulation for a non-traditional use of occupancy grid estimation.
In this experiment, we compare each method of computing cellular posterior probabilities. All
grid cells were observed at all times s. Special case CO is implemented on a neighborhood around
grid cell locations instead of an observation cone while RGO takes the same neighborhood used
for CO and splits it into two disjoint sections, updating each section separately.
The data used for the toy problem was synthesized by first choosing a β (see Figure 7.1a) and
finding the ideal j ideal measurement vector by letting jideal,k = 1 if it corresponds to an occupied grid
cell, and jideal,k = 0 otherwise. A series of 15 observations J15 = [j1,⋯, j15] was then generated
by passing each element of j ideal through a BAC with pd = 0.80 and pfa = 0.08. These values were
chosen experimentally to match the performance from the detector used in the sonar experiments.
An example of a single measurement js is shown in Figure 7.1b. Each of the measurement vectors
js was sampled randomly according to the probability law associated with the true occupancy of
that grid cell. If the grid cell ground truth is occupied, then the samples associated with that grid
cell are chosen such that they are a 1 with probability pd and a 0 with probability 1 − pd. Similarly,
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if the grid cell ground truth is empty, then the samples associated with that grid cell are chosen
such that they are a 1 with probability pfa and a 0 with probability 1 − pfa.
As mentioned earlier, the BAC transition probabilities p00ki and p
01
ki were functions of the distance
between the grid cell ci and the measurement location of js,k with α = 5. This choice of α provided
the best overall results for this toy problem given that there is not a physical interpretation of
distance.
Multiple experiments were conducted for each possible configuration of occupied and unoccu-
pied grid cells (216 configurations), with the average performance for each method (GF, CO, RGO,
and IM) reported in Table 7.1. Results for CM are not presented, as they were essentially identi-
cal to those of IM for this problem. The resulting occupancy estimates for this toy example are
presented in Figures 7.1(c)-(f) for the GF, CO, RGO, and IM methods, respectively. These figures
illustrate the cellular posterior probabilities p where the probability of occupancy of a grid cell is
represented by the gray level of the cell with a higher probability being associated with a darker
cell.
As is evident from the visual results in Figure 7.1 as well as the performance results in Table
7.1, GF outperformed all other methods in all metrics while both CO and RGO special cases out-
performed the IM method. The performance of the GF and CO are essentially identical. This is
likely due to the neighborhoods of measurements used in CO being sufficiently large and includ-
ing enough measurements on surrounding grid cells to accurately estimate underlying occupancy
states. RGO gave up a little performance compared to GF and CO, due to the statistical dependence
that it trades off in favor of reduction in computation complexity. It is interesting to note that the
cardinality of B(r,1) was reduced from 216 to 28 for the CO and 24 for the RGO.
7.3.3 Experimental Results — Simulated Sonar Data
For the following experiments, the path of the AUV and placement of the targets are illustrated
in Figure 7.2b and 7.4b. The targets are marked by a transparent green cylindrical shape, showing
the size and orientation of each target. In some of the images, the black grid cells occlude the
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(a) True occupancy grid (b) Example of js (c) Occupancy grid for GF
(d) Occupancy grid for CO (e) Occupancy grid for RGO (f) Occupancy grid for IM
Figure 7.1: Checkerboard Example - True occupancy grid and cellular posterior probabilities occupancy
grids generated with all three proposed methods and the independent method.
green rectangles (e.g., in the ground truth images). The true occupancy grids in Figure 7.2b and
7.4b were generated by setting βi = 1 for any grid cell that contained any significant part of a target,
and a 0 otherwise. The path of the AUV follows the green-to-black gradient line. The last position
of the AUV is marked in a black triangle, with the AUV traveling from the dark end of the line to
the triangle. After the sonar returns at each ping were received, an update to the cellular posterior
probabilities takes place.
Table 7.1: Comparison of cellular posterior probabilities to true occupancy grid for GF, CO, RGO, and IM.
Performance (mean±std.) for the checkerboard (CB) and average (avg.) map.
Metric GF CO RGO IM
C
B SJSD 1.801e-3 1.705e-2 6.939e-1 5.1252
ρ 1 .9998 .94281 0.57783
A
vg
. SJSD 0.58 ± 0.51 0.60 ± 0.51 0.70 ± 0.58 2.31 ± 1.14
ρ 0.92 ± 0.07 0.92 ± 0.07 0.92 ± 0.08 0.70 ± 0.21
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Two experiments are conducted here. The first experiment uses a short range, narrow
beamwidth and coarse spatial gridding, which allows CO and RGO to be used while the second
experiment uses a longer range, wider beamwidth and a finer spatial gridding, which allows only
RGO to be used. The sonar data is generated with PC SWAT as described at the beginning of this
chapter. Details about each experiment will be presented in their respective sections.
7.3.3.1 Experiment 1 - Short, skinny beam
In this experiment the AUV is at 10 meters above the seafloor with two cylindrical objects
located 5 meters above the seafloor (i.e. in the water-column) in the sonar interrogation area. The
targets were both 2 meters long along the major axis with a radius of 0.25 meters. The AUV uses
a single sonar projector and an 11-hydrophone ULA with 3○ horizontal beamwidth. Hydrophone
elements were separated by a half-wavelength of the carrier frequency, with the geometry required
to achieve the desired beamwidth being designed by PC SWAT. The transmit waveform was a
linearly frequency modulated (LFM) chirp with center frequency fc = 80 kHz, bandwidth BW =
20 kHz, and sampling frequency fs = 60 kHz. A total of 200 pings were collected along the shown
curved path, spaced at 0.01 meters apart. The output for all 200 pings forms J200 = [j1,⋯, j200].
Only CO, RGO and IM were used for this experiment owing to the very large size of B(r,1) for
this problem.
The choice of transition probabilities plays a significant role in the performance of each
method. The BAC transition probabilities p00ki and p
01
ki used for CO were chosen according
to the model given earlier with α = 2. However, for RGO these probabilities were p00ki =
(1 − pd)/(1 + 0.96)2 and p01ki = (1 − pfa)/(1 + 0.96)2, i.e., did not change as a function of distance.
This constant scaling across all cells in a range gate provided better estimates for RGO.
The occupancy grids generated by the CO, RGO, and IM are illustrated in Figures 7.2c, 7.2d,
and 7.2e, respectively. Six range gates were used for RGO. We can see that both CO and RGO
visually perform in a similar manner, surrounding the true occupied grid cells with areas of high
probability of occupancy while providing an area of low probability of occupancy between the
two targets. IM and CM, on the other hand, could not resolve the two closely spaced targets
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(a) Thresholded ACE statistics (b) True occupancy grid (c) Occupancy grid for CO
(d) Occupancy grid for RGO (e) Occupancy grid for IM (f) Occupancy grid for CM
Figure 7.2: Experiment 1 - (a) The series of measurement vectors js, s = 1,⋯,200. (b) The true occupancy
grid. (c), (d), (e), (f) The occupancy grids generated by CO, RGO, IM, and CM, all with 0.25 × 0.25 meter
grid cells. Green rectangles represent the true size, position, and rotation of the targets. Grey-scale value of
pixels represent the computed posterior occupancy probability given the measurements.
and hence merged them together. When compared to CO, they had more grid cells that are in an
uncertain state with their posterior occupancy probabilities remaining within a small range around
0.5, instead of being close to 0 or 1.
The performance for each of the methods was also evaluated using the SJSD and ρ measures
and the results are presented in Table 7.2. As can be seen from these results, RGO slightly out-
performed CO. This is, in part, attributed to a smaller number of hot spots on the upper target in
Figure 7.2c, which is likely due to the larger mismatch in the collection of transition probabilities
Table 7.2: Experiment 1 - Comparison of cellular posterior probabilities occupancy grids to true occupancy
for CO, RGO, IM, and CM
Metric CO RGO IM CM
SJSD 23.8306 20.2548 43.2365 119.99
ρ 0.9768 0.9805 0.9673 0.9127
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(a) Experiment 1 (b) Experiment 2
Figure 7.3: Probability of error as a function of threshold γ for different methods.
for CO resulting from poorly modeling the statistical dependence between grid cell occupancy
states. Both IM and CM were outperformed by CO and RGO as they produced more false alarms,
even though they had a greater number of hits on each target.
It is possible to generate an estimate of the underlying occupancy by applying a threshold
0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 to the cellular posterior probabilities in order to produce a binary detection map that
facilitates further analysis by human operator or autonomous navigation systems. An appropriate
value for the threshold γ can be chosen, e.g., to minimize the probability of error. Figure 7.3a
shows the probability of error as a function of the threshold γ for CO, RGO, IM, and CM. The
results presented in Table 7.2 are echoed in Figure 7.3a, as RGO provides a lower probability of
error for all thresholds, followed by CO, and finally IM and CM.
This result, along with the results from the previous toy experiment, suggest that using RGO
provides similar performance to those of both GF and CO while outperforming the IM method.
Moreover, RGO involves fewer computations than CO. Compared to IM, RGO incurs only a mi-
nor increase in computation time while providing considerably better occupancy grid estimation
results. All methods outperform CM.
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(a) Thresholded ACE statistics (b) True occupancy grid (c) Occupancy grid for RGO
(d) Occupancy grid for IM (e) Occupancy grid for CM
Figure 7.4: Experiment 2 - (a) The series of measurement vectors js, s = 1,⋯,200. (b) The true occupancy
grid. (c), (d), (e) The occupancy grids generated by RGO, IM, and CM, all with 0.2 × 0.2 meter grid cells.
Green rectangles represent the true size, position, and rotation of the targets. Grey-scale value of pixels
represent the computed posterior occupancy probability given the measurements.
7.3.3.2 Experiment 2 - Long, wider beam
In many ways, this experiment is similar to Experiment 1 in Section 7.3.3.1, with some ex-
ceptions discussed here. The AUV is 10 meters above the seafloor. Four cylindrical objects are
partially buried and/or proud on the seafloor. The horizontal beamwidth is 10○. A total of 300
pings were collected along a curved path, spaced at 0.1 meters apart between pings. The cardinal-
ity of B(r,1) is greater than 2100 for an observation cone. Thus, this precludes the use of CO, as
the computation time for a single ping becomes unreasonable. Therefore, only RGO and IM were
used for this experiment.
The occupancy grids generated by the RGO, and IM are illustrated in Figures 7.4c and 7.4d,
respectively. One hundred and thirty two overlapping range gates were used for RGO. The BAC
transition probabilities used for RGO are the same as those in Experiment 1.
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Table 7.3: Experiment 2 - Comparison of cellular posterior probabilities occupancy grids to true occupancy
grid for RGO, IM, and CM
Metric RGO IM CM
SJSD 120.22 367.01 1019.94
ρ 0.9916 0.9754 0.9384
From Figure 7.4c, it is seen that RGO clearly identified the four separate targets by correctly
separating them while generating hot spots over the majority of each target. It does this without
producing too many false alarms. The IM also identifies the four targets, but produced many
false alarms that join the four targets together. It produced the correct target shapes, but offset the
hot spots slightly when compared to the actual target locations. Unlike RGO and IM methods,
the results of CM method shown in Figure 7.4e are unacceptable as it greatly overestimated the
cellular posterior probabilities surrounding the targets.
The values for SJSD and ρ are recorded in Table 7.3, where RGO can be seen to outperform
IM. The value for ρ is similar between the two methods, which is to be expected as both of the
occupancy grids are similar to the truth.
As with Experiment 1, the probability of error as a function of the threshold γ was computed
and illustrated in Figure 7.3b. As can be seen, the probability of error for RGO is lower than that of
IM and CM for every choice of the threshold. This indicates that the addition of some complexity
to the joint distribution model in the form of inter-cell statistical dependence, albeit small in the
case of RGO, gives considerable improvements over IM.
7.4 Detection, Classification, and Path Planning Results using
OG-DCM and a Total Information Gain Cost Function
In this section, we present the simulation results from autonomous navigation experiments uti-
lizing the action selection policies described in Section 6.3 which use the total information gain as
the reward function. The experiments conducted in this section expose each action selection pol-
icy’s ability to simultaneously perform detection, localization, and classification of targets, while
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exploring new areas. For the remainder of this section, we call our proposed method for calculating
IGT (s) the occupancy grid Dirichlet Categorical model (OG-DCM).
The purpose of these experiments is to show the benefit of using an adaptive path planning
regime to improve the overall performance of the system in terms of detection and classification
of underwater targets. The historical method for path planning is allowing the AUV to traverse
in a predetermined lawn mower path, seen as the green trace in Figure 7.5a. This path allows the
AUV to survey as much area as possible in the least amount of sensing actions, but typically the
detection and classification performance suffers as the AUV cannot view a target from the most
informative angles, and does not get the option to view an object more than once. Allowing for an
adaptive path, using our proposed total information gain cost function, lets the AUV to choose the
next sensing action in a flexible manner. If more information is available from a recently observed
region of the map, the AUV can choose to turn and re-examine that region. Conversely, if there is
no more information available, then the AUV can choose to traverse to a new region.
We provide a set of experiments showing the path planning for detection and classification
performance using three different methods for choosing the next sensing action. The first is a fully
deterministic choice of sensing actions through the use of the lawn mower path. The second is
estimating the total information gain using our theoretically derived OG-DCM, and the third is
using a data driven function approximation method for estimating the total information gain cost
function. In particular, we use a Gaussian process regression (GPR) for the data driven function
approximation approach [18], to be described further in Section 7.4.1. The two non-deterministic
methods for choosing sensing actions are iterated upon by means of the rollout algorithm [40]
presented in Section 6.3. These experiments compare the abilities of our theoretical estimate of
the total information and the data driven estimate of the total information gain to correctly estimate
which sensing locations will provide the most information for detection and classification purposes.
The rollout algorithm does not impact this calculation in any way, but rather allows for a less greedy
approach in the choice of subsequent sensing actions.
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It must be noted that the same sequential detection and classification methodologies, the occu-
pancy grid framework of Chapter 4 and the Dirichlet-Categorical model of Chapter 5, respectively,
are used regardless of the action selection policy. That is to say, the detection and classification
state estimates used in both the theoretical and data driven estimates of the total information gain
is generated from the same framework. The same state estimates are also used to produce the
occupancy grids and classification maps for the lawn mower path, OG-DCM and GPR.
In the experiments conducted here, the one-step classifier is the modified version of the matched
subspace classifier (MSC) [44] as the one-step classifier described in Section 5.2. The modified
MSC (MMSC) was used owing to the proven success in classifying underwater objects [45]. Addi-
tionally, the MMSC has many desirable properties including the ability to use any learned subspace
dictionaries, and incremental updating of the dictionary matrices when operating in new measure-
ments [46].
At each time step, a sensing action in the form of selecting and moving to the next position to
collect a measurement is taken. The measurement is collected and used to update the occupancy
grid and classification map. The next location from which to take a measurement was chosen
according to the greedy and non-greedy policies of (6.16) and (6.17), respectively. Each reward,
R(bs,cs,a) = IGT (s) for OG-DCM and R(bs,cs,a) = IGGPR(s) for GPR, was calculated by
first generating the ping from the new location with PC SWAT, then performing the occupancy grid
estimation and classification map estimation, and finally calculating the reward for that action. The
non-greedy policy was evaluated to time step s + T for different finite horizon lengths of T = 0
(greedy), T = 5 and T = 10 for both GPR and OG-DCM methods. That is, each decision involves
considering T time steps into the future. We denote the finite horizon policies as GPR-T and
OG-DCM-T , i.e., GPR-0 and OG-DCM-0 are for T = 0, etc. Thus, including the lawn mower
policy, a total of 7 different experiments were conducted. Each experiment uses a different action
selection policy under different configuration, i.e., different estimation methods for the navigation
cost function.
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7.4.1 Comparison with Data Driven Estimation of Total Information Gain
As shown in Chapter 6, the theoretical representation for calculating the information gained
from each measurement utilizes the sequential detection and classification state estimates. As
such, there is no appropriate non-deterministic benchmark method other than data driven function
approximation methods. Although, many function approximation methods such as neural networks
and deep learning architectures exist, the Gaussian progress regression (GPR) has been shown to
be successful in approximating the mutual information for the active perception problems [18,20].
Thus, here we benchmark OG-DCM to that of a GPR for estimating the information gain ex-
pected from both the detection and classification components, IGD(s) and IGC(s), respectively.
The ground truth outputs used to train the GPR were the detection and classification information
gains, calculated as the difference between the entropy of prior and posterior state distributions for
detection and classification, respectively [23].
The GPR estimates mean and associated covariance of an input data vector using an appropriate
kernel function and pairs of training data and their corresponding outputs. In our problem, the
current position and previous detection and classification mutual information compose the input
vector. The output, estimated by the GPR, is a composite vector of the detection and classification
mutual information calculated for the current sensing action. We trained the Gaussian process
with a Matérn kernel function [20] and utilized K-D trees [18] to find the nearest 100 neighbors
for forming the covariance matrix on a per-cell basis.
The total information gain is approximated by the Gaussian process regression following the
Gaussian process upper bound confidence algorithm [20, 47], and is given by
IGGPR(s) = wDµD(x) + βσD(x)
IGDmax
+wC µC(x) + βσC(x)
IGCmax
,
where β is the tradeoff parameter between exploration and exploitation, µ⋅(x) and σ⋅(x) are the
predicted mean and variance for the detection and classification components, respectively, derived
from the GPR, and IG⋅max is described in Section 6.2.3.
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7.4.2 Experimental Results — Simulated Sonar Data
The sonar data is generated with PC SWAT as described at the beginning of this chapter. A
total of 500 pings (actions) with 1 meter ping separation were simulated for each experiment.
Nine targets, in three clusters of three different targets (i.e., L = 3), are proud on the seafloor
within the 50 × 50 meter search field. Medium sandy bottom was used in all the experiments to
simulate bottom clutter. Each cluster contains three types of targets (L = 3), namely a 2-meter long
cylindrical target with a radius of 0.25 meters, a 1-meter3 cubic target, and a partially hollow sphere
with 1 meter radius. The spatial orientation of the three clusters can be seen in the classification
map (CM) of Figure 7.5b, where the cylinders are color-coded yellow, the cubes light blue, and the
spheres red. The deep blue color indicates no target.
An AUV is equipped with multiple (11) hydrophones arranged in a uniform linear array (ULA),
all pointing slightly downwards from horizontal (positive depression angle). The transmitted wave-
form was an LFM chirp with center frequency fc = 80 kHz, bandwidth BW = 20 kHz, and sam-
pling frequency fs = 60 kHz. The ULA has a 7○ beamwidth with an interrogation range up to tens
of meters. The sensor is attached to a platform, which is 10 meters above the seafloor.
The true detection and classification distributions are illustrated in Figure 7.5a and 7.5b, re-
spectively. In Figure 7.5a, occupied grid cells are black while empty grid cells are white. In Figure
7.5b, each grid cell is color-coded according to the non-zero component of its distribution (i.e.,
cylindrical class grid cells are yellow, etc.).
For each type of non-deterministic policy, i.e., greedy, and non-greedy, 20 different trials were
conducted where the starting locations and headings of the AUV were randomly chosen in each
trial. The lawn mower policy was only executed once. Table 7.4 gives the mean values of SJSD,
ρ, and the percentage of grid cells observed after 500 sensing actions. Bold values in each column
of the table represent the best performance for the metric associated with that column.
As seen from these results the OG-DCM non-greedy policy with a T = 10 step finite horizon
outperformed all other non-deterministic policies in all metrics. The lawn mower policy outper-
formed OG-DCM-10 in the number of observed grid cells and the SJSD for detection. These two
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Table 7.4: SJSD and ρ for detection (Det.) and classification (Class.), and % of grid cells seen for different
navigation policies after 500 sensing actions. Bold values indicate best performance per metric.
Policy % Seen SJSD Det. SJSD Class. ρ Det. ρ Class.
Lawn Mower 0.97 157.5 69.2 0.52 0.58
GPR-0 0.10 764 66.5 0.22 0.61
GPR-5 0.45 542 68.6 0.26 0.58
GPR-10 0.41 558.1 70.83 0.15 0.57
OG-DCM-0 0.35 604.7 62.7 0.38 0.64
OG-DCM-5 0.62 442.1 57.7 0.47 0.67
OG-DCM-10 0.62 427.1 48.7 0.52 0.75
metrics can be thought of as measuring the same information, as an increase in the number of grid
cells seen implies a relatively good estimate of occupancy for any reliable detector. Note that the
lawn mower policy is designed to observe as many grid cells as possible, which is why it achieves
an almost perfect score in the percent-seen metric, while matching the best non-deterministic pol-
icy in detection performance ρ. The accuracy of the occupancy grid, as measured by ρ for detec-
tion, is much higher for the percentage of grid cells observed when comparing the OG-DCM to
the lawn mower policy, indicating that it extracts more information per grid cell it observes. In
other words, because there is a tradeoff between ρ and the percentage of cells seen, showing that
OG-DCM-10 outperforms the lawnmower scheme entails comparing both. The tradeoff clearly
favors OG-DCM-10.
The OGs and CMs illustrated in Figures 7.5c-7.5h show one realization of the results for the
lawn mower, and non-greedy policy experiments. The policies that use GPR wound up falling
into local minima, i.e., over-observing a particular region without extracting any new detection
or classification information, and thus reduced the overall efficiency of the system. Again, as
can be observed the OG-DCM method generally provided much better classification results when
compared with the GPR results.
Finally, to compare the temporal evolution of these metrics during the navigation the mean
value of each metric is plotted in Figures 7.6b-7.6a against the action number for each case. A
major take away, illustrated in Figure 7.6c, 7.6d, and 7.6e, is that OG-DCM-10 not only outper-
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(a) Truth OG (b) Truth CM
(c) Lawn Mower OG (d) Lawn Mower CM
(e) GPR-5 OG (f) GPR-5 CM
(g) OG-DCM-5 OG (h) OG-DCM-5 CM
Figure 7.5: Occupancy grids (OG) on left and classification maps (CM) on right. OG and CM shown for:
the underlying truth, lawn mower, GPR-5, and OG-DCM-5. Cylinders are colored yellow, cubes light blue,
and spheres red. The deep blue color indicates no target. Each figure shows the same 50 × 50 meter area.
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(a) % of grid cells seen (b) SJDS for detection
(c) SJDS for classification (d) ρ for detection
(e) ρ for classification
Figure 7.6: Performance plots for each of the navigation policies used in experiments.
forms the other policies, but does so in a relatively small number of sensing actions. From these
results, one can conclude that as more sensing actions are taken, and more grid cells are observed,
the OG-DCM-10 outperforms all other policies in all metrics.
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented experimental results on both the proposed occupancy grid framework
alone, and the collective system comprising the proposed occupancy grid framework, Dirichlet-
Categorical model and one-step classifier for sequential classification. The theoretical estimate of
the total information gain cost function, and the application of all of these components with the
sensing action selection using the rollout algorithm were also presented.
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The experimental results on just the occupancy grid framework draw a number of conclu-
sions. The most notable comes when comparing the classical formulation, adapted to accept binary
(thresholded detection statistics in our problem) vector-valued measurements. This adapted clas-
sical formulation is a special case of our general formulation, specifically for when the occupancy
state of each grid cell is statistically independent from one another. We can see from the results that
this adapted classical formulation provided the worst occupancy estimates, and that adding even a
small amount of statistical dependence between the occupancy states of grid cells, such as with the
RGO and CO special cases, provided a much better estimate of the true occupancy. Another take
away from these experiments is the flexibility that our BAC network sensor model provides. The
toy experiment results, mimicking a distributed sensor network, along with the simulated sonar
results showed that our occupancy grid formulation and associated sensor model can be used to
model many different sensor types with success. Lastly, the computational complexity of the pro-
posed framework must be mentioned. Most classical occupancy grid frameworks scale linearly
in complexity with the number of grid cells observed at any one time. Ours scales exponentially.
For any real detection environment, this exponential scaling becomes a potential issue. One major
saving factor about our occupancy grid framework is that it can be implemented on a massively
parallel scale, perfectly applicable for implementation on a graphical processing unit (GPU).
The results from the detection, classification, and optimal path planning showed that the com-
bined system performs well at both exploring new areas and extracting detection and classification
information about observed targets. The system was designed with biomimicry in mind, and at-
tempts to accomplish the same decision making steps that a knowledgeable being might make in
the event that they are uncertain about their next action. The notion of information gained from an
observation, or series of observations, is thus a very natural way to consider choosing what to do
next. The information gain cost function has shown success in many path planning applications,
but can impose restrictions on the ability to find a closed form solution. The knowledge of the
probability law driving a process is required, and furthermore the ability to calculate its entropy is
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required. This is why many, if not most, methods for calculating an information gain cost function
resort to a data driven function approximation method, such as GPR.
Our choice to model the detection state by means of an occupancy grid framework and the
classification state by means of our proposed Dirichlet-Categorical model with one-step classi-
fier provides a novel method to calculate the total information gain cost function in closed form,
with no need for data driven approximations. The experimental results showed that our modeling
choice allows for an excellent theoretical estimation of the information gain, providing sensing
action choices that provide better detection and classification estimates compared to a determinis-
tic method and a data driven approach. Future work should include a study on the effectiveness
of different schemes for selecting the cost function component weights, wD and wC . Some type
of adaptive method for choosing these weights would almost certainly provide better results, and
could include choosing the weights based on the information gain from the previous step, i.e.,
choosing to weight detection more heavily if information gain from the detection component was
higher in the previous time step than that of the classification component.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
This dissertation principally discusses a novel framework to solving the active perception prob-
lem, in which actions are taken by an autonomous system to gain as much information about the
surrounding environment as possible. The particular problem we address relates to identifying
underwater targets through the use of sonar. Our approach is inspired from the biomimicry of
wildlife, such as bats or dolphins when searching for and tracking prey. We consider the act of
choosing how to observe the environment as the defining factor of our problem.
Like bats or dolphins, or many intelligent systems for that matter, a single observation of the
surrounding environment can provide substantial information about that environment, but consid-
ering multiple sequential observations simultaneously can provide exemplary information. As a
simple, albeit contrived, example consider a dolphin looking to have some fun. The dolphin is
continuously sending out sound pressure clicks and examining any reflected clicks in an attempt to
both detect and classify what objects may exist. Given a continuous reflection from an object near
the surface, the dolphin must be able to identify if the return is originated from a boat or an orca
whale. One can imagine that the reflections from the bow of a boat and the nose of an orca could
be similar from some viewing angles, and thus the dolphin would need to observe a reflection from
another part of the object before determining what the object truly is. This need guides the path of
the dolphin, at least until it can collect enough information to determine if it is play time or, more
importantly, time to escape.
Using our approach, we choose to segment the active perception problem in 4 parts:
(1) Generating a map of the scene through an occupancy grid estimation process, which pro-
duces a set of marginal posterior probabilities that any one point in an area is occupied.
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(2) Classifying occupied regions through a sequential classification process, which produces a
set of marginal posterior probabilities of class membership for each occupied region.
(3) Computing the (i) mutual information between the occupancy state of a grid cell and a ran-
dom variable modeling a measurement on that grid cell and (ii) mutual information between
the class state of a grid cell and a random variable modeling the class distribution parameter.
(4) Exploiting the information gain to select the sensing action that produces the best opportunity
to detect, localize, and classify an object.
The motivation for this partitioning of steps, particularly the use of the proposed sequential
detection and classification frameworks, is to provide a collection of probability distributions that
can be used in the calculation of the total information gain cost function. The proposed total
information gain cost function provides the analogue for choosing where the system is to take the
next observation from.
Ultimately, there was a major choice to be made when choosing the detection and classification
frameworks for our problem. The choice was between a classical theoretically driven approach and
a data driven approach that tends to be more prevalent in recent years, likely due to advancements
in many deep learning and neural network architectures. We chose the non-data driven approach
for a couple of reasons. Primarily, we wanted our framework to be applicable across many fields
without the need of an abundant amount of training data. Even in similar fields, a non-trivial
amount of data is typically required to retrain the networks when moving from, e.g., environments
with different target types.
Our advancements in the theory of occupancy grids, specifically the general consideration of
statistical dependence between occupancy states of grid cells, were required due to the physical
considerations of our sensing environment. The littoral regions considered by our problem are
relatively sparse in the sense that only a small fraction of the total volume is populated with objects
of interest. This leads to the intuition that the detection state of nearby grid cells should influence
each other, driving the need for our innovations. The statistical dependence of grid cell occupancy
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states has been discussed previously in literature, but we are the first to fully formulate the general
problem, propose a sensor model that can provide a tractable solution while modeling almost any
type of sensor, and at the same time allow for vector-valued measurements.
We chose the Dirichlet-Categorical model to provide a fast and efficient method for repre-
senting and updating the class state variable and its associated distribution random variable. This
provides an efficient method for combining sequential class labels that are produced as part of
the navigation and interactive sensing process. Although the Dirichlet-Categorical model is a well
known model in the statistical communities, providing closed form posterior predictive distribution
forms due to the conjugacy between the Dirichlet and Categorical distributions, our approach of
including the one-step classifier combines well trained classification machines with a framework
that can quickly update and track the classification state estimates of grid cells. Our proposed
classification tracking framework allows for sequential noisy measurements to be combined in a
rigorous manner to provide the best possible class estimates while generated the data required for
optimal path planning.
The derivation of the total information gain cost function, which results in a convex combi-
nation of the cost functions for detection and classification, provides flexibility in scheduling for
the entire system. By allowing for changing weights of the detection and classification compo-
nents throughout the observation process, the system can be tuned to address different priorities.
Our derivation provides the theoretical estimate of the information gain when using our proposed
methods. Our experiments using the whole system show that any other method for choosing sens-
ing actions provides inferior performance.
The accumulation of the proposed sequential detection framework, the proposed sequential
classification framework, the derivation of the their combined total information gain cost function,
and ultimately the application of these for the optimal path planning of detection and classification
of underwater targets presents its self in this dissertation.
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The results from the detection, classification, and optimal path planning showed that the com-
bined system performs well at both exploring new areas and extracting detection and classification
information about observed targets.
When observing a target, the AUV will continue to observe the target until it has extracted
most of the information available for detection and classification. In our experiments, this behavior
was manifested through the path that was optimally chosen using our total information gain cost
function, typically an elliptical path around the object. For non-symmetric targets there are optimal
viewing angles that provide greater amounts of information for both detection and classification.
The elliptical path around the target exploits the ability to gather observations at these optimal
viewing angles, and thus the elliptical path is intuitive for our AUV.
When not observing a target, the AUV chooses a path that provides the minimal amount of
overlap between observed regions. In other words, the AUV is always trying to explore previously
unobserved regions.
This type of behavior is both desirable and expected. One could imagine that a similar out-
come could be produced by evaluating a list of conditional statements that were compiled by an
expert. If a target is detected, then start along a 360 degree elliptical path to observe the target.
If no target is detected, then search in some predetermined manner. Many questions arise about
how to adapt this set of conditional statements. What if the AUV has extracted enough information
to correctly classify the target after only a couple of observations and did not need the remaining
portion of the elliptical path? What if a second target is identified while observing the first? Pro-
ceeding to following the remainder of the predetermined path could wind up just contributing to
the waste of resources. Some type of heuristics can be incorporated to manage these situation, but
would ostensibly require the list of conditional statements to grow and be maintained for different
situations.
Our combined sensing system using the theoretical estimate of our total information cost func-
tion is able to produce better estimates of the truth than systems that utilize a data-driven ap-
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proximation of the same total information cost function. It does so, in an adaptive manner while
providing consistent and interpretable results.
8.2 Future Work
The research world is ever evolving and it is hard to say that any work is ever complete. As
such, a number of future research topics related to the material presented in this dissertation imme-
diately come to mind. These topics all originate from either work that has been partially accom-
plished but abandoned due to higher priorities or personal interest in exploring some other facet
of mathematics. The topics include: a) multiple agent search, b) improvements to the sequen-
tial classification process, c) adaptive weighting policy for total cost function, d) extension of the
sequential detection process, and e) testing on real data sets.
Some preliminary work was performed on incorporating multiple sensor platforms, or multiple
AUVs in a cooperative search. The total cost function can be reformulated to include the informa-
tion gained from all sensors, with the optimization process choosing the set of sensing actions for
the collection of sensors that maximizes the information gain in the next iteration. The preliminary
results showed that the emergent behavior of multiple sensors is to generally partition the avail-
able search area. In some experiments with two AUVs, the AUVs would simultaneously observe
a target from opposing sides of the target eliminating the need for either AUV to fully observe the
target. The estimates produced using multiple AUVs were slightly better when compared to the
estimates from a single AUV and were generated in less than half the time.
The sequential classification process could still use some further investigation before it is de-
clared as a complete work. The DCM provides a very convenient way to efficiently track the
classification state of grid cells given a collection of sequential measurements. That said, there is
nothing about DCM that inherently assumes statistical dependence of class states between between
grid cells. We have looked at methods [25, 43, 48] for rigorously combining these class states to
improve the classification accuracy, however, they rely on the sparse population of objects and the
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ability to accurately cluster the grid cells belonging to those objects. A further evaluation of DCM
can certainly incorporate the statistical dependence of class states in a natural manner.
There are two areas of personal interest that are worth exploring. The first is an adaptive scheme
for choosing the weights for the detection and classification components of the total information
gain cost function. If nothing else, it would be interesting to see the emergent behavior and per-
formance of the system when utilizing different optimization schemes. Many reasonable heuristic
policies for selecting the weights immediately come to mind.
One could scale the detection weight according to the percentage of total grid cells that have
been observed, starting with a very high weight (wD = 0.9) when no grid cells have been observed
smoothly transitioning to a very low weight (wD = 0.1) once all grid cells have been observed.
This would place more importance on classifying targets towards the end of the search, ideally
once they have all been detected.
Another could scale the detection and classification weights based on how much information
was gained at the current time step for each individual cost function. By assigning a larger weight
to the individual cost function that had a larger value, the system would automatically be tuned in
favor of that component. For instance, if the detection cost function was very small compared to
the classification cost function then it is implied that the system is confident an object exists but
is not confident about its classification. The classification cost function weight would be nearly
maximized, and the next action would likely be chosen in favor of re-observing the same object,
thus, likely increasing the confidence in the classification estimate instead of observing a new
region.
Given the collection of enough training data, a machine learning algorithm such as reinforce-
ment learning could be used to learn a policy for selecting the weights that did not rely on heuris-
tics.
The most interesting extension of our work would be to examine and reformulate our problem
for the case when there are moving targets. This would likely require a formal redefinition of
the occupancy grid problem to include conditioning on the estimated state of clusters that exist.
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One approach could be the following. From each cluster in the occupancy grid a centroid and be
estimated. At each time step, the clusters can be associated and an estimate of the cluster state θ̂
can be calculated by, e.g., a Kalman filter or other Bayesian estimator. The posterior state estimate
can be used in the calculation of the updated occupancy grid pb∣J ,θ̂(bi∣JS, θ̂).
The ultimate consideration for future work is the extensive testing on real side-looking and
forward-looking sonar data. A limitation that we faced during the development of our system is
the lack of real data sets to test our system against. This is due to the adaptive nature of our system
and the complexities of sonar data. The real data sets that were available to us during develop-
ment comprise sonar data taken from sensors mounted to a moving platform with a predetermined
path. There simply was no way to incorporate the adaptive path planning of our system into these
experiments. As such, all of the experiments presented in this dissertation were conducted with
synthetic data. This allowed us full control over the sensor and platform position and path. As
realistic as the synthetic data is, there is no replacement for real-world implementation and test-
ing. Our experiments have primarily been concerned with side-looking sonar, but could easily be
used for down-looking and forward-looking sonar as well. To get real-time computational speed,
an implementation would need to be done in C++ and potentially integrated with a GPU, as our
algorithms are parallelizable. This implementation can be done for a relatively low hardware cost
and then be utilized on a real autonomous underwater platform.
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